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Abstract
This study eaphaslaad tha advantages of thinking in teras of 
faailles of response tendencies for Job behaviors. The aajor 
purpose of the study was to investigate the composition, 
structure, and coaaunalities aaong the entire range of withdrawal 
behaviors. A survey was administered to 3694 employees at two 
aidwestern hospitals. A factor analysis on 56 Job behaviors 
revealed six factors. Four of these were retained for subsequent 
analyses. The study partially supports a hierarchical conception 
of withdrawal families through a Guttaan scale analysis. Contrary 
to expectations, only a small relation was found between Job 
satisfaction and Job withdrawal in the multiple regression 
analyses. This relationship did not Increase significantly when 
perceptions of the local labor market were added to the regression 
equation. Significant differences were found between different 
age groups, different Job levels, and different education levels 
in Job satisfaction scales and Job behavior scales in a multiple 
group discriminant function analysis. Although these 
relationships were quite complex, satisfaction and commitment tend 
to increase with age, Job level, and education level, while 
withdrawal behaviors decrease. Further multivariate research of 
the composition and structure of Job behavior dimensions is Justly 
warranted.
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A Multivariate Approach in the 
Analyaia and Interpretation of 
Withdrawal Behaviors
Within the net of possible organisational behaviors, broad 
families of related responses, behavioral and 
affectlve/cognltlve/psychological, exist that sight reflect 
social, productive, disruptive, recreational, or change-oriented 
acts or withdrawal froa work (Hulln, 1984)• The latter faally, 
organisational withdrawal behaviors, is of particular Interest to 
the current paper. Evidence for the existence of a faslly of 
withdrawal behaviors can be found in the accumulated espirlcal and 
theoretical literature. Following a review of lateness, absence, 
and turnover literature, Rosse and Miller (1984) develop an 
adaptation sodel of job withdrawal.. In their literature review, 
and in support of their adaptation sodel, they concludes 1) 
absence, turnover, and lateness behaviors reliably covary; and, 2) 
the three responses appear to share cosson variance in Job-related 
affect. However, Mobley (1982) points out the following 
situations when an absence-turnover correlation should not be 
expected:
1) when either behavior is due to positive attraction rather 
than avoidance; 2) when absence is required by non-Job 
desands; 3) when they share few consequences; 4) when either 
is a spontaneous, lspulsive act; 5) when one's work role
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allows discretionary tiae away froa the Job setting; 6) when 
unused sick pay can be "cashed in" at tiae of teraination; or 
7) when an absence is used as a "safety valve" that reduces 
the likelihood of quitting (pp. 199-200).
Following the review of the literature, Rosse and Miller 
(1984) present five conceptual aodels that have appeared in the 
literature. The Independent-Foras aodel suggests that withdrawal 
behaviors are unrelated; there is little overlap in antecedents or 
oonsequences (Porter & Steers, 1973; Steers A Rhodes, 1978; March 
and Siaon, 1958). This aodel reoeives little support froa w<ie 
eaplrical research because consistent correlations aaong 
behaviors, antecedents, and consequences appear in the eaplrical 
studies.
Conversely, the Spillover aodel hypothesises that withdrawal 
responses are all positively related because their antecedents are 
slailar (Beehr A Gupta, 1978). In other words, a noxious 
stiaualus creates a nonspecific avoidance response to increase 
distance between the noxious stlaulus and the individual.
Advocates of a general withdrawal syndroae suggest relations aaong 
responses to an aversive work environaent. For exaaple, if a 
person exhibits one withdrawal response, that person Is also aore 
likely to exhibit other withdrawal responses. Soae support of the 
spillover theory exists, but recent evidence eaphasiaes the 
laportance of cautious interpretation. More specifically, the
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relationship between antecedents and withdrawal responses say or 
■ay not be so simple. Other factors such as perceptions of the 
labor aarket say aediate this relationship.
Progression of Withdrawal aodel is the third aodel discussed 
by Posse and Miller 0984). The aodel suggests withdrawal 
responses are hierarchically ordered and that individuals first 
engage in the aost ainor withdrawal behavior and progress to the 
aost extreae (actual turnover). Altr jgh the logic or assuaptlons 
underlying this aodel have not been well-tested, Rosse and Miller 
suggest possible explanations behind the aodel: 1) a worsening of 
organisational conditions, requiring progressively aore potent 
foras of avoidance; 2) a new employee's gradual acknowledgment of 
a lack of fit with the organisation; 3) an iterative adaptive 
prooess in which dissatisfied employees initially experiment with 
adaptive responses that hold the fewest negative consequences; or 
4) reinforced deviance, in which eaployees find the rewards of 
withdrawal greater than its costs and are encouraged to attempt 
progressively aore rewarding foras. Research on this aodel is 
Halted with nearly all studies investigating only turnover and 
absence. Most of the support has come from correlations between 
turnover and absence (Clegg, 1983; Lyons, 1972; Muchlnsky, 1977); 
a few studies have evaluated the linkage with lateness (Adler I 
Golan, 1981; Beehr I Gupta, 1978; Clegg, 1983)* However, Rosse 
and Miller (1984) note that the evidence falls to dlsorialnate the
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progression effect froi a siaple spillover model.
The next two aodels by Rosse and Hiller (1984), Alternate 
Foraa and Compensatory Behaviors, suggest withdrawal behaviors aay 
be substitutable. The alternate foras model explains the concept 
of substitutability of withdrawal behaviors by the effects of 
behavioral constraints. Specifically, the probability of one fora 
of response is Increased if constraints exist on alternative 
behaviors. Research has concentrated on two foras of constraints: 
effect of perceived ease of mobility on turnover (Miller,
Katerberg, and Hulin, 1979; Mobley, Horner, and Hollingsworth,
1978; Schneider, 1976) and attitudinal. The alternate foras 
hypothesis was tested by Rosse (1983b) and Miller (1981) through 
the relations between ease of one variable and the frequency of an 
alternate response. Although Miller reported a positive 
relationship between ease of absence and turnover, he did not find 
that absence Increased with constraints restricting terainatlon. 
Rosse found that ease of turnover had no effect on absence. Horn, 
Katerberg, and Hulin (1979), Newaan (1974), and Miller (1981) have 
reported positive correlations between attitudes about quitting 
and subsequent turnover. However, neither Miller nor Newaan found 
a significant association between attitude toward attendance and 
absence. In short, at present there appears to be ainiaal support 
for the alternate foras hypothesis. The compensatory aodel 
follows the reasoning of a "relief valve." In other words, if one
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behavior is enacted and successfully avoids an aversive work 
situation, then there should be no need to engage in another fora 
of behavior. This aodel lapllcates the role of a feedback effect 
(Rosse and Miller, 1984). Successful avoidance should reduce 
negative affect if negative affect is the aotlvatlng factor behind 
avoidance behavior. The substantiation for this clala is Halted. 
Rosse (1983b) and Clegg(1983) found that eaployees who were absent 
subsequently reported aore negative job attitudes.
Mobley's point about the coaplexltles of the absence-turnover 
relation and the lack of unequivocal substantiation (Rosse and 
Miller, 1984) for any of the aodels presented eaphaslzes the 
iaportance of considering withdrawal as a aultidlaenslonal 
concept. More fundaaentally, a variety of other behaviors, in 
addition to turnover, absenteeIsa, and lateness, should be 
considered in the conceptualization of a withdrawal behavior 
faally. Organizational researchers have traditionally studied 
only absenteelsa, turnover, and lateness as indicators of 
withdrawal or as behaviors laportant in their own right. However, 
psychological variables as well as other physical variables can be 
defined as part of the withdrawal faally (Rosse and Miller, 1984). 
Psychological withdrawal Includes behaviors such as daydreaaing, 
drinking alcohol, talking excessively when you are supposed to be 
working, or using illicit drugs. The behaviors and cognitive 
responses are enacted to Increase satisfaction or alleviate
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dissatisfaction. This aay be done through a nuaber of ways such 
as increasing outcoaes (e.g., theft), decreasing Inputs (e.g., 
withdrawal), changing the situation (e.g., transfer), or 
increasing the psychological distance between the eaployee and the 
aversive work situation (e.g., daydreaalng). In addition to the 
traditional physical withdrawal behaviors, other behaviors and 
psychological responses allow eaployees to put tlae or 
psychological distance between theaselves and the work area.
These acts Include asking long visits to the restrooa, failing to 
attend scheduled aeetlngs, clockwatching, wandering around trying 
to look busy, and being unconcered about personal appearance at 
work.
Absenteeisa, turnover, lateness, daydreaalng, and other 
aanifestations of organizational withdrawal benavlor have 
laportant theoretical and practical consequences for the 
organization, the eaployee, society, and the organizational 
researcher. Although the exact behavioral coaposltlon of 
organizational withdrawal has not been clearly defined, or well 
researched, the focus should now be on conceptualising 
organizational withdrawal as a faally cosposed of aany specific 
behaviors and psychologlcal/cognitlve responses.
Behavioral or response faallles are conceptualized as 
Individual acts that lead to the sase goal. Flchaan (1984) states 
that behavior (responses) within a faally should display
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substitutability. Although people have responses that aay be 
fully substitutable, partially substitutable, or even 
non-substitutable, behaviors that are in the saae behavioral 
faally should at least display soae partial substitutability. The 
substitution effect is sore fully explained in the work of 
Atkinson and Birch (1978) by the aechanlsn of functional relations 
aaong certain activities. In other words, the strength of any one 
tendency aay influence the strength of another tendency. The 
tendencies toward behavior within the saae faaily will ordinarily 
decrease and increase in strength together relative to other 
faallles of tendencies. Porter and Steers (1973) argue that 
absenteelsa often represents a substitutable fora of behavior for 
turnover, particularly when other fores of eaployaent are 
unavailable. Likewise, daydreaalng or using drugs aay substitute 
for absenteelsa when strong constraints exist against being absent 
froa work.
Utility analysis (Naylor, Pritchard, and Ilgen, 1980) helps 
to explain an individual's behavioral decisions and aids in 
predictng organizational behavior. The process of attaching 
postltlve or negative valences to perceived potential outcoaes 
coablnes with perceptions of contingencies in the foraatlon of 
utilities. The contingent utility relationship is between the 
aaount of tine and effort coaaitted to the act, or faaily of acts, 
and the anticipated value of that aaount of the act, or faaily of
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acts. A positive utility suggests a high degree of commitment and 
anticipated positive affect associated with the act. Negative 
utility suggests aero or a low degree of commitment and 
anticipated negative affect.
Constraints on behavior influence the translation of utility 
of acts into actual acts; Individual differences and external 
constraints influence actual acts in addition to their influences 
on contingencies and utilities (Naylor, et al. 1980). For 
example, the person's actual ability to perfora the act has a 
najor lapact on the acts engaged in and the quality of those acts. 
The set of external constraints is another source of influence 
between utility of acts and actual acts. Sanctions against 
lateness and absenteeslsa in an organization are an exaaple of an 
external constraint on an individual (Adler A Golan, 1981).
Because the negative valence of organizational sanctions for 
absenteeism is expected to be greater than those for lateness, 
absence may become a less preferred way of expressing Job 
withdrawal tendencies. Although the expected benefits (utility) 
of taking a day off nay be greater than of coning in late to work, 
the individual may still choose to be late instead of absent 
because of the sanctions or constraints against absenteeism.
In developing their adaptation model of organizational 
withdrawal, Rosse and Hiller (1984) aigue that people will tend to 
select specific behaviors from a family of behaviors that are all
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instrumental In achieving the sane goal or related goals. Stable 
individual differences should be related to the cluster of 
behaviors enacted in response to a stimulus. However, the 
specific element from within the behavioral family chosen at any 
given time depends on the activities recently engaged in, the 
slope of the utility function, expectations about future rewards, 
need states, and many other random and minor factors (Kulln,
1984).
Many of the weaknesses In the current literature nay be due 
to the narrow focus to which researchers have limited their 
studies. Studies that assess and predict only absenteeism or 
turnover can restrict the conceptual, empirical, and psychometric 
progress that is posible in this area. Utilisation of a 
multivariate approach can be expected to broaden the questions 
considered and significantly increase our progress toward an 
understanding of organizational withdrawal. Concentrating on 
infrequent nanlfestatlons of an underlying theoretical construct 
creates serious problems (Hulln, 1984). For instance, typical 
absence rates average about 4$ in most industrial settings (Landy, 
Vasey, & Smith, 1984). As a result of this low base rate, the 
normal distribution commonly assumed by most behavioral scientists 
and required for many of their analyses is of little value.
Instead, other distributions that underlie absences must be 
identified.
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Hulln (1984) haa suggested the potential value of 
Investigating a continuously distributed latent trait (arbitrarily 
labeled 0) that Bight underlie Instances of withdrawal behavior. 
His fundanental point is that scientists rarely study variables; 
they study constructs, If they do study variables, absences are a 
particularly poor choice to study because of their low base rate 
of occurences. Aggregating the behaviors and expressing then as a 
group, departaental, organizational, or national turnover rate Is 
a partial solution. However, aggregation significantly changes 
the nature of the construct being studied (Roberts, Hulln, A 
Rosseau, 1978; Hulln A Rosseau, 1980) This conpllcation should 
encourage researchers to search for a theory or set of constructs 
that links behaviors and other responses together into a broader 
definition of the underlying construct, rather than arbitrarily to 
aeasure and study those behaviors that are available and 
convenient. The related behaviors that contribute to the syndroae 
of behavioral faallles reflect and define the underlying trait, 
although each response's probability of occurring nay be very low, 
the probabilities nay not be equal, and the responses nay be 
differentially related to the construct they are assuned to 
reflect.
Rosse and Miller (1984) propose a Job adaptation nodal that 
offers solutions to sone of the conceptual problens. This nodal 
Integrates existing behavioral nodels with available enplrlcal
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research* Thalr Integrative aodel of Job adaptation aakes 
testable predictions about the relations aaong the behaviors and 
outcomes previously described and the relations aaong these 
responses and Job affect (Rosse & Hulln, 1984; Rosse & Miller, 
1984), Rosse and Miller's aodel is called a "behavior adaptation 
cycle" aodel of Individual action. The cycle Is started by the 
onset of soae stlaulus that brings relative dissatisfaction into 
the person's awareness (Figure 1). This precipitating stlaulus 
will usually be soae event (e.g., overhearing that salary or 
raises are to be auch less than expected, receipt of a poor 
supervisory evaluation, or even the first day of spring). 
Identification of an adaptation-inducing stlaulus depends upon two 
characteristics of the event. First, a person aust notice the 
event. Second, the event induces the individual to realise that 
he or she could be "better off", In a subjective utility sense, 
doing soaething else. Because work-related variables are of 
particular Interest here, it Is logical to look for triggers of 
the adaptation cycle in the work environaent. It nay also be 
necessary to look for triggers of the adaptation cycle In the 
variables outside the work environaent in other physical settings 
(e.g., at hoae, while cn vacation).
Insert Figure 1 about here
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The state of relative dissatisfaction experienced by an 
Individual Is a specific Internal reaction, Involving cognitive, 
connatlve, and affective components. It Is relative 
dissatisfaction because the person acknowledges that he or she 
could be better off than the current situation. For example, an 
assembly line worker nay be satisfied with the job and current 
situation until It Is discovered that another company pays 
substantially more to Its employees In occupations comparable to 
that of an assembly line worker. Relative dissatisfaction 
Includes the cognitive processing of the stimulus and the new 
standard.
Moreover, an Individual's job satisfaction nay be directly 
effected by alternative Job opportunities (Hulln, Roznowskl, 6 
Hachlya, 198^). Thlbaut and Kelley (1959)» for example, theorise 
that Individuals construct comparison levels for alternatives. 
Experienced outcomes are then evaluated against the comparison 
levels that serve as standards. Thlbaut and Kelley (1959) suggest 
that an Individual will remain satisfied with work (and 
subsequently will not terminate) If the comparison level of 
alternative job opportunities Is below the level of outcomes 
experienced In the current position. Conversely, an Individual 
will become dissatisfied and form behavioral intentions to quit if 
the comparison level for alternatives is greater than the current 
position. Hulin, Roznowskl, and Hachlya (1984) explain that if a
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large nuaber of alternative positions exist in ths Job aarket 
providing greater expected outcoaes, then dissatisfaction and a 
tendency to teralnate or change Jobs should result. A Job aarket 
with few or poor alternatives should result in increased 
satisfaction and a decreased Job change tendency.
Saith, Kendall, and Hulln (1969) explain the effects of 
alternative Job opportunities with the Cornell Model of Job 
Satisfaction. In this aodel, individuals develop adaptation 
levels for coaparing and evaluating outcoaes and alternatives. 
During tiaes of full eaployaent, individuals will be exposed to a 
large nuaber of alternative Job opportunities and full-tiae 
workers. Therefore, an adaptation level evaluating the 
characteristics of their current Jobs should Increase, and 
satisfaction should subsequently decrease. In contrast, if 
eaployaent is high, workers will have low levels of adaptation and 
greater satisfaction with their current postlons.
March and Slaon (1958) also suggest direct Influences of 
local econoalc conditions on Job satisfaction. An iabalance 
between Job contributions (Inputs) and Job induceaents (outooaes) 
changes the satisfaction level of the present position. More 
specifically, Job contributions include the utility of foregone 
alternative Job opportunities. If alternative Jobs appear to 
provide greater Induceaents than the current Job, the value of 
Inputs to the value of outcoaes increases and decreased
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satisfaction should result. Further, this dissatisfaction coupled 
with aany good alternative Job opportunities will likely lead to a 
behavioral Intention to quit the current Job.
Rosse and Miller (1984) explain that the connatlve dimension 
of relative dissatisfaction reflects an action propensity to 
achieve the new standard. They present four factors expected to 
Influence a person's considerations about what can be done to 
achieve a better Job situation. Personal experience should 
influence both the range of behavioral alternatives considered and 
the valence utility associated with each of the considered 
alternatives. Behavioral selection of alternatives is based on 
perceived consequences; past knowledge about the likely 
consequences of various courses of action should be helpful in 
choosing aaong current alternatives. Exposure to role aodels 
Influences beh&vioral choice, especially if the nodel is 
successful in resolving the source of relative dissatisfaction 
(Bandura, 1971). A third factor is the presence of social noras. 
For exaaple, strong social noras against unexcused absence exist 
in hospitals for doctors and nurses. This is due not only to the 
extra work burden shifted to others, but also to the increased 
risk for patients. The final Influence on behavioral choice is 
the perception of constraints. Constraints are viewed as 
lialtatlons of actions including both ability-Induced and 
envlronaentally-lnduced lialtatlons. As the perceived constraints
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Increase, the probability of any one behavior approaches zero but 
the probability of other» unconstrained behaviors (sots) Increases 
(Rosse & Miller, 1984).
The outcoae of the connatlve process aaybe a set of ordered 
behavioral alternatives. The ordering of alternatives is 
attributed to differences in the subjective expected utility 
(anticipation that the action will laprove, worsen, or have no 
effeot on the situation) of each alternative. The nuaber of 
different alternatives considered will vary and depends on the 
Individual and the situation to which he or she is adapting. The 
behavior that is aost likely to be enacted will be the one with 
the hi^teat expected subjective utility (Rosse & Miller, 1984).
After the behavior is enacted, it will elicit consequences.
The experienced consequences of behavior can be classified 
according to whether the outcoaes were positive, negative, or 
neutral. The relative dissatisfaction decreases when a positive 
consequence occurs. When an individual experiences a neutral 
reaction, the source of relative dissatisfaction is unaltered.
The relative dissatisfaction becoses greater when a negative 
consequence occurs. Changes in relative dissatisfaction are 
hypothesised to lead directly to increased or decreased 
probabilities of engaging in the behavior In the next adaptation 
cyule.
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It* behavior selected affacta tha anvironaant and potentially 
influences tha future occurrence of tha precipitating stlaulua and 
coapletaa one cycle of tha adaptation process. Repetitions of tha 
cyole depend on the stlaulua, what response alternatives ware 
available and enacted, and how the envlronaent or agents in the 
envlronaent reacted to the behavior that resulted, and if the 
selected behavior reduced or reaoved the dissatisfaction.
Enacted behaviors that are positive in effect should lead to 
a break in the adaptation cycle. The stisulus should also be 
altered so that it will no longer produce relative 
dissatisfaction. A behavior that has a negative effect say 
proceed through a deviation-amplifying loop (Welok, 1969)* This 
pattern would show Initial negative responses to negative effect 
leading into cycles of increasingly negative behaviors and 
stronger negative sanctions until the cycle Is broken by 
termination. Adaptation cycles following neutral consequences 
depend on the stability of the source of relative dissatisfaction 
and the exogeneous forces that may exist in the environment. The 
action taken by the individual may accrue positive consequences 
causing the stimulus that produced the relative dissatisfaction to 
dissipate and adaptation cycles to terminate. Otherwise, the 
adaptation cycle nay repeat with new consequences following the 
selection of different or repeated acts (Rosse and Hiller, 1984).
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The ability of the adaptation nodel to encompass and 
Integrate the necessary components for a complete nodel of 
responses to a dissatisfying work situation seeas promising.
Rosse and Hiller (1984) focus on one hypothesized family of 
responses to dissatisfying •**'"k situations allowing the content of 
the behaviors related to organizational withdrawal to be specified 
more completely. The adaptation model emphasizes the Importance 
of thinking in terms of response tendencies to choose among 
behaviors that form behavioral or response families. This prompts 
the researcher to look at each behavior as a manifestation of the 
latent theoretical construct.
If, indeed, an underlying trait exists for specific 
organizational withdrawal behaviors, an investigation of the 
composition and structure of this syndrome Is needed. A gap 
currently exists between withdrawal behavior theories and the data 
necessary to confirm these theories. Only a small number of 
studies have slmutaneously examined multiple withdrawal behaviors. 
Multivariate research is needed to develop a complete 
understanding of the underlying construct.
Hence, the current study addresses the following questions 
posed by the concept of a latent organizational withdrawal 
construct: 1) What are the dimensions of Job withdrawal responses? 
2) What are the communalltles among withdrawal variables? 3) Are 
the responses that define the dimensions hierarchically organized?
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4) How do Job satisfaction and perceptions of the local labor 
market relate to withdrawal? 5) Are there neanlngful differences 
between demographic and organizational groupings In job 
satisfaction and Job withdrawal?
The study slautaneously exaaines many withdrawal behaviors 
and related responses to avoid the previous aethodologlcal 
difficulties; the behaviors foralng the constructs will 
approxiaate a continuous distribution. The study capitalizes on a 
aultlvariate design and a large sample size to Increase the 
lnforaatlon about the resulting faaily of behaviors.
Method
The Saaple
Researchers fros the University of Minnesota and the 
University of Illinois administered confidential surveys to 369*1 
eaployees from two midwestern hospitals. Surveys were 
administered to small groups of eaployees (10-20 individuals per 
group) who were given released time from work to participate in 
the study. All respondents were assured confidentiality and 
anonymity. Analyses were done on the entire sample or on a 
smaller saaple of *110 eaployees.
Total Sample. This sample was used in the polychorlc 
correlation computation and factor analysis. The low base rate of 
withdrawal responses to specific items made the use of the entire 
saaple mandatory. With smaller samples, frequencies of low base
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rate events are estimated poorly and correlations between 
Infrequent events require very large saaples to achieve acceptably 
snail saapling errors. The saaple represents all enployees at 
both hospitals, excluding those on vacation, leave, etc. All 
organizational levels are included. The saaple consisted of 1106 
enployees froa one hospital and 2583 enployees froa the other 
hospital. Fenales conposed 83.15 of the saaple. The aean age was 
32.6 years with a standard deviation of 11.2 years. The age of 
respondents ranged froa 16 to 74. Over half (58.55) of the saaple 
was aarrled. The average employee had 13*7 years of education 
(2.2 standard deviation). In addition, 48.65 of the enployees had 
obtained a specialist degree, license, certification, or 
registration. The saaple was largely unionized with 72.55 of the 
enployees belonging to a unior. The aean years of tenure in the 
current hospital was 6.7 with standard deviation of 6.4 years. 
The aajority of the saaple had full-tine status consisting of 2441 
full tlae workers and 1243 part-tine workers. Characteristics of 
the total saaple are presented in Table 1.
An independent cross-validation saaple of 390 enployees was 
chosen. This saaple was selected on the basis of hospital 
aeabershlp, job title, and sex. The characteristics of the 
cross-validation saaple are very slailar to the characteristics of 
the previously described selected saaple.
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Insert Table 1 about here
Selected Sample. A snaller sample of 410 employess was 
selected for the remaining analyses. Nursing supervisors, 
registered nurses (RN), licensed practical nurses (LPN), 
technicians, secretaries, nurses' aides, and blue collar workers 
were selected on the basis of hospital membership, sex, and the 
job title question. This sample was used for the remainder of the 
analyses rather than the entire sample because: 1) the Job levels 
chosen allow for meaningful comparisons within different levels of 
similar occupations (e.g., RN, LPN, and aide; blue collar with 
white collar; professional with nonprofessional), 2) the range of 
job levels from white-collar to blue-collar workers (e.g., 
supervisor, LPN, secretary, and blue-collar worker) allows for 
meaningful comparisons across different job levels and 
occupations, 3) the smaller sample decreases the probability of 
obtaining significant results merely from using a sample with the 
power to detect trivial differences, and 4) by using only a 
portion of the entire sample, an independent cross-validation 
sample may be used to validate the results.
The selected sample consisted of 102 employees from one 
hospital and 308 employees from the other hospital. A large 
proportion of the sample was female (72.0£). The mean age was
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30.7 years with a standard deviation of 10.0 years. The ages of 
the saaple aeabers ranged froa 16 to 65 years of age. Over half 
the saaple was aarrled (56.1f). The average eaployee had 13.8 
years of education with a standard deviation of 2.0 years. In 
addition, U3.U% of the saaple had obtained a specialist degree, 
license, certification, or registration. Union aeabers coaposed 
auch of the saaple (73*910. The aean years tenure in the current 
hospital was 5.7 years with a standard deviation of 5*5 years.
The aean years tenure in the current occupation was slailar (6.0 
years); with a standard deviation of 5.9 years. Full-tine workers 
nuabered 253 while part-tiae workers nuabered 156. Analysis 
saaple characteristics are given in Tabie 1.
The Survey
Each subject was told the purpose of the study was to 
investigate: 1) each eaployee's views about his or her Job, 2) 
each eaployee's views about working in the hospital, and 3) how 
each eaployee's views subsequently nay affect what is done at 
work. A copy of the survey nay be found in Appendix A. The 
survey consists of nine parts, although the responses to Parts 
III, V, VII, and IX were not used In the present study.
Parts I and II of the study contain questions to assess 
background characteristics (e.g., tenure in hospital, Job title, 
and dependents) and questions to assess standard deaographlc 
lnforaation (e.g., age, gender, and aarital status).
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Part IV la an experimental scale to measure an individual's 
perceptions of alternative Job opportunities. Mayer (1985) 
reports the first five iteas (questions 21-25) fora a factor 
assessing perceptions of the local labor aarket. The remaining 
two iteas (questions 26-27) regarding the general labor aarket 
were not highly correlated with the first five iteas and did not 
load on the local labor aarket dimension. Consequently, further 
reference to perceptions of the local labor aarket in the present 
research is to the unweighted coaposite (sua) of these five iteas.
Part VI contains the Job Descriptive Index (JDI) developed by 
Smith, Kendall, and Hulin (1969)* Additional experimental iteas 
(Rosnowskl, 1985) are included in the survey, but were not used in 
the estimates of scale scores. The original 72 iteas froa the JDI 
were used in the reported analyses. These iteas compose five 
scaler, about an individual's satisfaction with work, pay and 
benefits, pronotion opportunities and policies, supervisor, and 
coworkers. Subjects respond to each phrase or adjective by 
narking "yes" if the item describes their work, "no" if the ltea 
does not, and "?" if they cannot decide. Responses are scored 
"3" for agreement with a positive ltea or dlsagreeaent with a 
negative ltea. Agreeenent with a negative ltea or dlsagreeaent 
with a positive ltea is scored "0”. All question marks receive a 
score of "1". Scale scores are the unweighted sun of the 
responses to the iteas in each of the scales.
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Part VIII aaks subjects to rate how frequently they have 
engaged in 56 different job behaviors. These 56 lteas were 
Intended to assess different ways Individuals could withdraw froa 
their work, organization, and Job. The response forzat consists 
of a five-point scale with "never" and "once or sore per day" at 
the extremes. The Job behaviors Include both positive actions 
such as "giving encouragement to new employees," "arriving early 
at work to get a start on the day's work," and "volunteering to 
work extra projects" and negative actions such as "falling to 
attend scheduled zeetlngs," "daydreaming," "letting others do your 
work for you," and "using Illicit drugs before coelng to work."
A factor analysis of the polychorlc 1tea-1tea correlations 
was performed on responses froa the total sample (ns369*0 to the 
Job behavior lteas. Slaple common factor analysis with squared 
multiple correlations In the main diagonal was done on the 56 x 56 
Item correlation matrix. Following an examination of eigenvalues 
(see Table 2), factor loadings of each item (see Table 3)» and 
Individual Item content, six factors were retained and rotated 
using the DAPPFR (Tucker, 1985) oblique rotation procedure.
Insert Table 2 about here
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Insert Table 3 about here
Factor 1 consists of questions 196, 198, 203t 204, 206, 211, 
213, 217, 218, 220, 221, 225, 231, 232, 239, 241, 242, and 247. 
This factor has been descriptively labeled "General Job 
Withdrawal." Factor 2, "Job Commitment," contains lteas 195, 197, 
199, 210, 215, 224, 233, 240, 246, 248, 249, and 250. Factor 3, 
"Situational Change," has lteas 200, 207, 216, 226, 229, and 234. 
Items 214, 219, 227, 228 230, and 235 constitute Factor 4, 
"Committed Behaviors Beyond Job Requirements." Factor 5, based on 
questions 199, 201, 208, 225, and 245 has been descriptively 
labeled "High-Visibility Behavioral Withdrawal." Items 229, 234, 
238, 240, and 244 compose Factor 6 called the "Goody Two-Shoes 
Syndrome." Scores on these factors were computed on the 
unweighted sum of the responses to the items making up the scales. 
Factors 1, 2, 3, and 5 were retained for further analyses.
The current study focuses on 3 sets of scales: perceptions of 
the local labor market, Job Descriptive Index assessing job 
satisfaction, and the retained factors from the factor analysis of 
the Job behavior Items. Scale properties for each scale used in 
the study are summarized in Table 4.
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Insert Table 4 about here
Results
General Scale Analyses
Pearson product eoaent correlations were coaputed between the 
aajor variables used In the present study. Table 5 presents a 
aatrlx of Intercorrelatlons between the five scales of the JDI 
(satisfaction with work, pay, proaotions, supervisors, and 
coworkers), perceptions of the local labor Market, and scales 
representing the four retained factors froa the factor analysis 
(general Job withdrawal; Job coaaltaent, situational change, and 
high-vlsibillty withdrawal) fcr the selected saaple of 410 
eaployees.
It was hypothesized that Job satisfaction would be negatively 
correlated with Job withdrawal and positively correlated with Job 
cossitnent. The general pattern of correlations between the five 
JDI scales and the four Job behavior scales support this 
hypothesis, although the correlations were saall. For exasple, 
general Job withdrawal and the cosposlte score of the five JDI 
scales had & correlation of -.15 (p - *01). Satisfaction with 
work and satisfaction with coworkers showed the strongest 
relationship with general Job withdrawal (r =-.20 and r s-.13 
respectively, p *.01). General Job withdrawal, situational
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change, and hlgh-vislbllity withdrawal were all significantly 
correlated (p *.01)) with each other. Job commitment was 
significantly negatively correlated with the general job 
withdrawal and situational change factors. Contrary to 
expectations, the perceptions of the local labor aarket scale was 
only significantly correlated with one factor (hlgh-vislblllty 
withdrawal, r s.m, p *.01).
Multiple Group Discrlelnant Function Analyses
Discriminant function analyses were performed to deteriine if 
psychological responses of Job satisfaction and job withdrawal 
would discriminate among meaningful classifications of employees 
on the basis of job level, agei and education level. Both the Job 
behavior factors and the JDI scales were selected M  dependent 
variables on which the groups were expected to differ. In 
general, the expectations were confirmed with significant 
dilrencea on both sets of discriminating variables for varying 
job levels, age groups, and education levels.
Job Level Differences
A discriminant function analysis was performed on seven job 
categories: nursing supervisors, registered licensed nurses, 
licensed practical nurses, technicians, secretaries, nurses' 
aides, and blue collar workers. Separate analyses were performed 
on the JDI scales (Analysis I) and the Job behavior scales 
(Analysis II).
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kafi^ta Lj, The total discriminatory power of the analysis 
was eatlasted by one**-squared. Oaega-aquered eatiaates the 
variability of a set of scores score that say be attributed to 
group differences (fetaastee* Oaega-squared was .36 in this
analysis* or In other words, 36? of the variability in the 
dlacrlainant scores can be accounted for by differences aaong the 
Job levels. Two significant functions were recovered in this 
analysis (p 6*01). The chi-squared values of Function I and II 
were 200.98 (dfs30) and 36*51 (df:20) respectively. The 
dlscrlalnable variance accounted for by the first function was 
84?, and 9*3? was attributed to the second function. The 
eigenvalues for Functions I and II are .50 and .06 respectively. 
Function I is primarily defined by satisfaction with work (r=
•83); satisfaction with pay (r: .84) and satisfaction with 
proaotlons (r =.78) define Function II.
Each standardized canonical discriminant function coefficient 
represents the relative contribution of its associated variable to 
the particular function (Klecka, 1980). The coefficients for each 
retained function and variable are presented in Table 6. The 
structure coefficients are also presented in Table 6 and represent 
the pooled withln-groups correlations between canonical 
dlscrlalnant functions and discriminating variables.
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Insert Table 6 about here
Table 7 presents the group aeans (centroldr) for the seven 
job level groups on the two dlscrlalnant functions; Figure 2 shows 
this relation graphically. The group aeans on Function I (work 
satisfaction) clearly separate blue-collar workers froa the 
reaalnlng job levels. Licensed practical nurses and secretaries 
have the highest aeans on this function. Supervisors! 
technicians, nurses' aides, and blue-collar workers each had a 
negative relationship with work satisfaction. The group aeans on 
Function II (satisfaction with pay and proaotlons) aalnly 
dlscrlalnate between supervisors (with the highest satisfaction) 
and technicians (with the lowest satisfaction). Registered 
nurses, licensed practical nurses, and blue-collar workers had 
slallar aeans on Function II. Nurses' aides, secretaries, and 
technicians each had a negative relationship with the function.
Insert Table 7 about here
Insert Figure 2 about here
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The onega-squared value for the cross-validation sample was 
•32. Function I was defined by satisfaction with coworkers (r 
=.64) in addition to satisfaction with work (r =.88). Function II 
was primarily defined by satisfaction with pay (r =.86) and 
promotions (r =.75). The centroids for the seven Job level 
categories on both discrialnant functions follow the sane trends 
as the original saaple.
Analysis II. Oaega-squared was *38 for the analysis of Job 
level and the four Job behavior scales. Two significant 
discrialnant functions were retained (p *.01). Function I had a 
chi-squared value of 203.19 (dfs24) and accounted for 815 of the 
dlscriainable variance. Function II has a chi-squared value of 
43.47 <df=15) and accounted for 165 of the dlscriainable variance. 
The eigenvalue for Function I was .49 and was .10 for Function II. 
Function I was primarily defined by Job coaaltaent (r =.64). 
Function II was primarily defined by a negative relationship with 
high-visibility withdrawal (structure coefficient of -.56). Other 
structure coefficients and standardized discrialnant weights are 
given in Table 8.
Insert Table 8 about here
Group centroids on Functions I and II are presented in Table 
9 and shown graphically in Figure 3* Consistent with
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expectations, blue-collar workers had the lowest seen on Function 
I (coaaitaent), whereas registered and licensed practical nurses 
have the highest aeans. Supervisors have the highest aeans on 
Function II eeanlng as a group they exhibit the fewest 
high-visibility withdrawal responses. Blue-collar workers engage 
in the eost high-visibility withdrawal responses.
Insert Table 9 about here
Insert Figure 3 about here
Onega-squared for the cross-validation saaple was .21. 
Function I was defined by Job coaaitaent (r s-.55)» but the 
relationship in this saaple was negative. Function II defined by 
high-vislbillty withdrawal (r s.8 7) also showed a sign reversal. 
The patterns of the group aeans on Function I and II ate slailar, 
but reflected since the sign of each function was reversed.
Muofttqp y x d  tutawm
Discrlainant function analyses were perforaed on four 
education levels (1- 11 years, 12 years, 13-16 years, and 17 or 
aore years of education). Separate analyses were conducted on the 
JOI scales (Analysis I) and on the Job behavior scales (Analysis 
II).
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Analysis U  OMga-squared for this analysis was ,10$ 10$ of 
ths variance In dlscrlalnant space was attributed to differences 
In educational level groups. Only one dlscrlalnant function was 
recovered at a significance level of p <.01. This function had a 
chi-squared value of 58.7 (dfs15). Function I accounted for 77.7$ 
of the dlscrlalnable and had an eigenvalue of .16. This function 
was predoalnantly defined by satisfaction with work (r s.80). 
Structure coefficients and standardized dlscrlalnant weights are 
given In Table 10.
Insert Table 10 about here
Group aeans for Function I are presented In Table 11 and 
shown graphically In Figure 4. The group aeans reveal an 
Increasing linear relationship between satisfaction with work and 
education (i.e. the higher the level of education, the higher the 
level of satisfaction).
Insert Table 11 about here
Insert Figure 4 about here
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In tha cross-validation saaple tha aatlaata of tha proportion 
of varianca in dlaoriainant space attributad to group diffarancaa 
in education levels was 75. Function I was defined by 
satisfaction with supervisors (r =.45) in addition to satisfaction 
with work (r =.7 2). Again, increasing levels of satisfaction ware 
found with increasing levels of education.
Analysis II. Oaega-squared for Analysis II was .13, 135 of 
the variance in dlscrlalnant space could be accounted for by 
education level differences. One function with a chi-squared 
value of 67*1 (df=12) was significant. This function, largely 
defined by Job coanitaent (r =.87), accounted for 88*75 of the 
discrielnable variance. The eigenvalue for Funotion I was .16. 
Table 12 gives the structure coefficienta and standardised 
canonical discriminant function coefficients (weights).
Insert Table 12 about here
The group Beans are given in Table 13 and presented 
graphically in Figure 5* Group Beans show a clear pattern of 
increasing levels of Job coaaltnent for increasing education 
levels* Therefore, the least cobsitted was the least educated 
groap (1-11 years), while the aost coBBltted was the most educated 
group (17+ years).
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Insert Table 13 about here
Insert Figure 5 about her*
The oiega-squared value for the cross-validation sasple was 
.05* The significant discriminant function was defined as in the 
first saaple (job commitment, r =.85). The trends of the first 
sasple were replicated, however the pattern was less consistent; 
the least educated (1- 11 years) was closer to the seen of the 
group with 12 years of education than in the previous sasple.
Age Differences
Discriminant function analyses were performed on six age 
classifications (16-23» 24-31, 32-39, 40-47, 48-55, and 56 years 
or older). Separate analyses were done for the JDI scales 
(Analysis I) and the job behavior scales (Analysis II).
Analysis 1^ The estimate of the proportion of variance in 
the discriminant functions attributable to group differences was 
105. One significant function was recovered (p £.01).
Chi-squared for Function I was 62.8 (df=25). The single function 
accounted for 78.65 of the discriminate variance and had an 
eigenvalue of .23* Function I was predominantly defined by a 
negative relationship with satisfaction with work (r =-.68).
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Other structure coefficients and tha standardised dlaerialnant 
weights are praaented in Table 14.
Insert Table 14 about hare
Group naans for tha significant function are praaented in 
Table 15 and shown graphically in Figure 6. Function I dearly 
separates tha youngest group (16-23) froi tha other groups. Tha 
younger groups tend to be sore dissatisfied with work than the 
older groups. In fact, each age category had a negative 
relationship with Function I (dissatisfaction with work)t except 
for the youngest category. The oldest age category (56+ years) is 
the lost satisfied with work.
Insert Table 15 about here
Insert Figure 6 about here
Oiega-squared for the cross-validation saaple was .06. The 
single significant (pd.0 1) dlscriilnant function was defined by 
satisfaction with work (r =.70) in both saaples, but the 
relationship was positive in the replication saaple. The group 
aeans had the saae pattern as the original saaple with each
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category having a positive relationship with Function I9 axoapt 
tha youngest group. However9 the oldest group was not the sost 
satisfiedt rather the 48-55 years category reported the greatest 
satisfaction with their work.
Analysis II. Onega-squared was .22 for the analysis of age 
level and Job behavior scales. Two significant functions were 
recovered (p f.01). Chi-squared for Function I was 109-25 
(dfs20); chi-squared for Function II was 25-4 (dfs12). Function I 
accounted for 78.25 of the discrlalnable variance while Function 
II accounted for 19-55- The eigenvalues were .23 for Function I 
and .06 for Function II. Function I was primarily defined by the 
general Job withdrawal and hlgh-vislbillty withdrawal soalos (r 
s.76 and r 5.75, repectlvely). Function II was predominantly 
defined by Job coasltsent (r 5.75). Structure coefficients and 
standardized discriminant weights are given in Table 16.
Insert Table 16 about here
Group aeans on Functions I and II are presented in Table 17 
and shown graphically in Figure 7- The oldest group ( 56 and 
over) had the lowest aean on Function I defined by general Job 
withdrawal and high-visibility withdrawal. In contrast9 the 
youngest group (16-23) had the highest seen on Function I. The 
function consistently decreases as age increases9 exoept for the
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48*55 years of age category. This category exhibited a higher 
aean on Function I than the previous group (40*47 years). On 
Function II , defined by coaaltaent lteas, the 48*55 years of age 
category had the highest aean, whereas the older age group (56 and 
over) had the lowest aean. Registered nurses also responded 
positively to a large nuaber of coaaltaent lteas.
Insert Table 17 about here
Insert Figure 7
In the creae*validation eaepie 175 of the variance in the 
dlsorlalnant functions was attributed to group differences in 
ages. Only one significant function was recovered (p £.01), 
whereas in the original saaple two functions were recovered. 
Function I was defined by general job withdrawal (r s.72) and the 
situational change scale (r =.71). The pattern of aeans on 
Function I in the cross-validation saaple and the original saaple 
were very siallar. The value of each group aean decreased as the 
age of the groups increasedt except for the 48-55 years of age 
category which was lower on the dlscriainant function than the the 
next age group (56 years of age or cider).
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Resrc slon Analysea
Two hierarchical regressions were perforaed with general Job 
withdrawal aa the dependent variable. The flrat analyaia was 
perforaed to deteraine if age, education level, and Job level 
aignificantly contributed to the prediction of withdrawal when 
controlling for aatlafactlon (coaposlte acore froa the JDI). The 
aecond analyaia was used to exaaine the relationship between 
satisfaction, perceptions of the local labor aarket, and 
withdrawal responses.
Analysis I
Consistent with expectations, satisfaction significantly 
aided in the prediction of withdrawal (p *.01). However, the 
relationship was saall with a aultlple R of .16 accounting for 
2.6* of the variance in withdrawal. The addition of age, job 
level, and education level to the prediction of withdrawal 
Increased the aultlple R to .36 accounting for 13*2)1 of the 
variance in withdrawal. The standardised regression weights are 
presented in Table 18.
Insert Table 18 about here
Analysis II
This analysis was perforaed to further investigate the 
relation between satisfaction and withdrawal. Again, the relation
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between satisfaction and withdrawal was saall (aultlpls R s.16). 
Contrary to predictions, this relationship did not significantly 
lncraasa (p *.01) with tha addition of tha parcaptlons of tha 
local labor sarket scale (PLLM) to tha regression aquation. Tha 
aultlpla R value only Increased by .002, and PLLM and satisfaction 
together account for 2.1% of tha variance In withdrawal. Tha 
Interactive effect of PLLM and satisfaction was axaalnad by use of 
a aultlpllcatlve tera. Tha addition of this tera (PLLM * 
satisfaction) did not significantly aid tha prediction of 
withdrawal. Tha aultlpla R value Increased by .013 accounting for 
an additional .4} of the variance. Tha standardized regression 
weights are presented In Table 19* The cross-validation saaple 
yielded a aultlpla R value of .25 for the prediction of withdrawal 
with satisfaction. The addition of PLLM Increased R-square by 
.005. The aultlpllcatlve tera Increased the aultlpla R to .27.
Insert Table 19 about here
Outtaan Scale Analysis
This technique, scalogr&a analysis, m 2 eaployed to analyze 
the underlying characteristics of the lteas coaposlng each refined 
Job behavior scales. The lteas were dlchotoaized with "never" and 
"or' year" scored as "0" and responses reflecting a greater 
frequency scored, as "1." Following dichotoMlzatlon lteas were
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delated or kept on the scale based on their coapatibility with the 
evoked procedure. Specifcally, each itea should have aore 
non-error than error (Festinger, 1947)* General Job withdrawal 
produced a coefficient of scalability of .22 and a coefficient of 
reproducibility of .87. Job coaaltaent produced a coefficient of 
scalability of .14 and a coefficient of reproducibility of .88. 
Situational change iteas showed a coefficient of scalability of 
.66 and a coefficient of reproducibility of .96. High-visibility 
withdrawal produced a coefficient of scalability of .61 and a 
coefficient of reproducibility of .91.
An Independent sample showed similar results in the Guttman 
scale analysis. General Job withdrawal had a coefficient of 
scalability of .24 and a coefficient of reproducibility of .88.
Job commitment had a coefficient of scalability of .03 with a 
coefficient of reproducibility equal to .86. Situational change 
had a coefficient of scalability of .58 and a coefficient of 
reproducibility of .95* High-visibility withdrawal had a 
coefficient of scalability of .52 and a coefficient of 
reproducibility equal to .90.
Guttman (1950b) givis the following guidelines for 
interpretations of the results: 1) a coefficient of 
reproducibility greater than .9 is considered to indicate a valid 
scale, and 2) the coefficient of scalability should be well above 
.6 if the scale is truly unldlmensional and cumulative.
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Discussion
Tha results of this study will be Interpreted in teres of the 
Job adaptation aodel (Rosse and Miller, 1984) as discussed in the 
introduction. This aodel seees reasonable because it is based on 
an analysis of a great deal of enpirlcal literature and it nakes 
testable predictions about the relations aaong a broad range of 
job behaviors. This aodel encourages us to search for and test a 
theory that links behaviors and behavioral faailles together, 
rather than to study each behavior in isolation.
This study emphasized the siaultaneous study of a large range 
of job behaviors. The aultivariate design allowed the 
investigation of the concept of "withdrawal faailles" as estlaates 
of latent underlying distributions of withdrawal tendencies. By 
developing multiple operations of the construct, researchers nay 
better understand the processes underlying the enactment of these 
behaviors. The inclusion of aeasures of satisfaction, deaographlc 
and background itons, and variables that nay mediate the 
prediction of withdrawal responses allowed the coaaunalltles aaong 
these and the Job responses to be studied.
The Job behavior responses were written to cover the entire 
withdrawal continuum fron extreae negative responses (e.g. 
quitting) to extreae positive responses (e.g. coaaltted behaviors 
beyond the job requlreaents). Rosse and Miller (1984) state that 
people tend to select specific behaviors from a family of
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Discussion
The results of this study will be interpreted in terse of the 
Job adaptation aodel (Rosse and Miller, 1984) as discussed in the 
introduction. This aodel seens reasonable because it is based on 
an analysis of a great deal of enplrlcal literature and it nakes 
testable predictions about the relations asong a broad range of 
job behaviors. This aodel encourages us to search for and test a 
theory that links behaviors and behavioral faallles together, 
rather than to study each behavior in isolation.
This s*-udy emphasized the simultaneous study of a large range 
of job behaviors. The aultlvarlate design allowed the 
investigation of the concept of "withdrawal families" as estimates 
of latent underlying distributions of withdrawal tendencies. By 
developing multiple operations of the construct, researchers may 
better understand the processes underlying the enactment of these 
behaviors. The Inclusion of measures of satisfaction, demographic 
and background items, and variables that nay mediate the 
prediction of withdrawal responses allowed the comnunalltles among 
these and the Job responses to be studied.
The Job behavior responses were written to cover the entire 
withdrawal continuum from extreme negative responses (e.g. 
quitting) to extreme positive responses (e.g. committed behaviors 
beyond the Job requirements). Rosse and Miller (1984) state that 
people tend to select specific behaviors from a family of
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behaviors that are perceived to be Instrumental In achieving the 
sane goal. Stable individual differences should be related to 
which behavior is enacted in response to a stimulus. In order to 
test the expectation of a general factor (Rosse and Miller suggest 
the tars Adaptation”) composed of aultiple specific factors or 
response tendencies, a factor analysis was performed. A factor 
analysis on the entire sample (n=3694) revealed consistent 
patterns of responses to clusters of Job behavior items. These 
results suggest that factors underlying iatent distributions of 
Job behaviors nay be Isolated and identified as broad classes of 
response tendencies, or response families. Based on the 
correlations that exist among most of the Job behavior items, the 
factor analysis produced Interpretable results. Six factors were 
extracted and rotated following the DAPFFR oblique rotation 
procedure (Tucker, 1985)* Four of these factors were retained for 
further analyses in this study. Use of these four factors covered 
a reasonable range froa positive to negative of withdrawal 
responses to be analysed.
The factors were used in the composition of scales to 
Investigate the conaunallties among withdrawal antecedents and Job 
responses. The reliabilities of the scales were consistent, with 
the exception of high-vlslbility withdrawal (coefficient alpha 
=.19). The low reliability nay be due to the small number of
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ltaas composing the scale and the apparent heterogeneity of the 
items even though the lteaa did load on one factor. The range 
provided in the response foraat appears to provide a sufficient 
range of responses to any one scale or factor; the endpoints also 
allow for a large aaount of variation in response. Nearly all of 
the scales representing these job withdrawal factors were 
significantly lntercorrelated. Specifically, general Job 
withdrawal, situational change, and hlgh-vlsibillty withdrawal 
were all positively correlated. This result was expected since 
the items composing each of these scales are correlated and these 
scales all are assumed t represent alternative ways of 
influencing one's level of Job satisfaction by reducing Job inputs 
(general and h5gh-vlslbllity withdrawal) or Increasing Job 
outcomes (situational change). Further, situational change and 
general job withdrawal were both significantly correlated with Job 
commitment (r =-. 11 and r =-.16, respectively).
As discussed in the introduction, a negative relation is 
assumed to exist between Job satisfaction and withdrawal 
behaviors. In fact, the adaptation model specifies relative 
dissatisfaction as the trigger in the onset of the behavior 
adaptation cycle. It is relative dissatisfaction because the 
individual realizes that he or she could be "better off," in a 
subjective utility sense, doing something else. This linkage 
between Job satisfaction and job behaviors was tested in the
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prasant study. It was hypothesized that job satisfaction 
(coaposita scora froa tha JDI scalas) would be nagativaly 
corralatad with Job withdrawal (ganaral job withdrawal). Tha 
ganaral pattarns of corralatlons waakly support this hypothasis. 
These corralatlons wara low; tha hlghast corralation was batwaan 
ganaral Job withdrawal and satisfaction with work (r =-.20).
These saall correlations underscore the laportance of looking at 
■ediating variables In this, perhaps, coaplax relationship. In 
addition, tha results suggest that withdrawal is not an autoaatlc 
response to dissatisfaction. Tha lack of linear relations batwaan 
Job affect and different foras of withdrawal nay be interpreted as 
suggesting that tha behavioral withdrawal faallles extracted froa 
tha questionnaire represent only a saall subset of tha available 
faailies of responses.
Further analyses wara undertaken to exaaine tha relationship 
batwaan satisfaction and withdrawal. Tha results froa tha 
Multiple regression showed satisfaction accounting for 2.6$ of tha 
variance in tha prediction of withdrawal. This figure again 
eaphasizes the possibility that other variables aay be Involved in 
this relationship. Therefore, the addition of the perceptions of 
the local labor Market scale was expected to significantly add to 
the prediction of withdrawal. However, this scale contributed 
only «2f additional variance in the prediction of withdrawal. A 
Multiplicative tera (PLLM * satisfaction) was added to the
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equation to test the interactive relationship between Job 
withdrawal, Job satisfaction, and perceptions of alternatives that 
alght be available. The Interaction effect was not significant 
and only accounted for an additional .4$ of the variance. Again, 
the lack of support in this study for the "dissatisfaction leading 
to withdrawal" or "dlssatslfactlon leads to psychological 
withdrawal for those who cannot quit" hypotheses suggests the 
hypotheses laplled by aost aodels of withdrawal are not supported.
A Guttaan scale analysis was perforaed on each of the job 
behavior scales to further our understanding of the dlaenslons 
underlying each factor. The Guttaan analysis assuaes a contlnuua 
along which subjects are distributed according to a cuaulative 
distribution. A cuaulative scale laplles that the lteas coaposlng 
each scale are arranged by degree of difficulty (or, extreaity), 
and a subject who responds positively (in the case of attitude 
aeasureaent) to an extreae itea should also respond positively to 
less extreae lteas. Guttaan scales are assuaed to be 
unldlaensional with each coaponent itea aeasurlng aoveaent towards 
or away froa the saae underlying construct. In the current study 
two of the four refined scales (situational change and 
high-vislblllty withdrawal) yielded coefficients of scalability 
greater than .6 and coefficients of reproducibility of .9 or 
greater. These results also replicated across independent 
saaples. According to the guidelines previously aentloned in the
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results section, these results and their successful replication 
suggest partial support of a hierarchical conception of the 
withdrawal faaily.
Further, the results partially support a general progression 
of withdrawal aodel described in the introduction. This Beans 
employees do not randoaly engage In withdrawal responses within 
fanilies; they first engage in the nost ainor withdrawal behavior 
and progress to the most extreae withdrawal behavior if the source 
of their dissatisfaction reaalns unaltered. A conceptual fit with 
the results is also found in the adaptation aodel. The aodel 
states that an enacted response will elicit consequences that are 
positive, neutral, or negative. Enacted behaviors that are 
positive in effect should lead to a break in the adaptation cycle. 
An enacted behavior that is negative In effect may proceed through 
a deviation-amplifying loop (Weick, 1969). This pattern would 
show initial withdrawal responses leading to increasingly aore 
extreae withdrawal responses until the stiuulus is altered or the 
cycle is broken by teralnatlon. Hence, the progression effect is 
seen within the adaptation aodel.
Multiple group discrlalnant function analyses were done to 
assess differences in satisfaction and withdrawal between age 
groups, education levels, and job levels. The dependent variables 
were the “tve JDI scales (satisfaction with work, pay, proaotions, 
supervisors, and coworkers) and the four job behavior scales. The
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successful replication of these analyses with a cross-validation 
saaple emphasises that these results did not siaply capitalise on 
chance* rather the results appear to be reliable across samples.
Two significant functions were recovered in the analysis of 
the seven Job level categories with the JDI scales. Mean scores 
on Function I, primarily defined by work satisfaction, separated 
blue-collar workers from the remaining job levels in the first 
analysis. This finding nay be due to a number of causes. Perhaps 
the attribute i u distinguishes blue-collar workers from many of 
the other Job levels Is the inherent amount of personal rewards 
(other than monetary) in the tasks performed. It may be that the 
Job Itself Is repetitive, unchallenging, or boring. Mean scores 
on Functlr i II, primarily defined by satisfaction with pay and 
promotions, largely discriminate between supervisors and 
technicians. Supervisors have the highest satisfaction with pay 
and promotions which should be expected since as a group they are 
the highest paid and have had a history of promotions within the 
hospital. In contrast, technicians have the lowest satisfaction 
with pay and promotions. This result may because technicians have 
higher expectations. They have attained additional training or 
skills to meet the Job demands but the compensation nay not have 
Increased conensurately.
Group means on Function I (Job commitment) show registered 
nurses and licensed practical nurses with the highest Job
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coaaitaent in tha second analysis of the seven Job level 
categories. This is consistent with predictions because these 
employees have direct contact with patients and have 
responsibilities that realistically could affect another 
individual's life. As discussed previously, nurses also have 
strong constraints on behavior in the fora of social noras. 
Blue-collar workers are the least coaaitted employees. Function 
II is defined by a negative relationship with hlgh-vlslbillty 
withdrawal. Supervisors have the highest aean, while blue-collar 
workers possess the lowest aean. This aeans that blue-collar 
workers display aore hlgh-vlslbillty withdrawal behaviors.
The four education levels (1-11, 12, 13*16, and 17 or aore 
years) account for significant differences in satisfaction and Job 
behavior responses. Only one function was recovered froa the 
analysis with the satisfaction scales as the dependent variables, 
and it was predoalnantly defined by satisfaction with work. The 
aeans on Function I appear to increase aonotonically with the 
least educated group being the least satisfied with work and the 
aost educated group being the aost satisfied with work. This 
result nay be because with increasing education levels workers 
tend to obtain positions that aeet their expectations and 
aspirations, and subsequently they are aore satisfied with their 
work.
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Ona function was significant in the analysis of education 
levels with job behavior, and it was largely defined by job 
coenltaent. The group Beans showed a near linear, positive 
relationship froa the least educated group (least coaaitted) to 
the aost educated gt'oup (aost coaaitted). This result aay be due 
to the inherent differences among the typical jobs between each 
education level. An alternative explanation night be that with 
increasing education levels, levels of responsibilities aay also 
increase. Therefore, an eaployee aay have to be nore coaaitted 
sinply to aeet the requlreaents of the Job.
The one recovered function in the analysis of age differences 
and the JDI scales was defined by a negative relationship with 
satisfaction with work. The neans on this function revealed all 
positive neans and slnllar levels of satisfaction, with the 
exception of the youngest group (16-23 years}. The 
dissatisfaction of the youngest group aay be confounded with Job 
level. In other words, younger enployees tend to be at "the low 
end of the totea pole" and nay be dissatisfied until they have the 
chance to nove to the type of position and rewards they desire.
In the analysis of age level and Job behavior factors, two 
discriminant functions were recovered. Function I was prlaarlly 
defined by general Job withdrawal and hlgh-vlslbility withdrawal. 
The neans on this function suggest the youngest group exhibits the 
nost general and hlgh-vlslbility withdrawal behaviors and the
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oldest group exhibits the least of these behaviors. This effect 
aay be due to the younger groups feeling a greater need to 
compensate for an imbalance in the inputs to outcomes ratio. That 
Is, the high frequency of enacting a withdrawal response aay be 
their attenpt to reduce their inputs to the Job. Function II was 
largely defined by job conaltment. This function showed results 
Inconsistent with expectations. Specifically, the oldest group 
(56 years or more) had the lowest mean on the discriminant 
function. The location of the oldest group may be due to the 
complexity of this particular function that includes general Job 
withdrawal and high-visibility withdrawal. Alternatively, the 
effect night be explained by the characteristics of this group. 
Since this group consists of workers 56 or older, they nay have 
other priorities or obstacles that impede commitment behaviors.
The results of the multiple discriminant function analysses 
suggest that a significant proportion of the variance in Job 
satisfaction and Job behaviors may be accounted for by background 
and demographic characteristics and organizational positions. 
Replicable trends and patterns are found within groups that aay be 
valuable in the prediction of organizational withdrawal. It is 
interesting to note that the dispersion of centroids for groups on 
the satisfaction scales is very similar to the dispersion of the 
same groups on the Job behavior scales. This prompts us to look 
further at the relations between Job satisfaction and Job
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bahavlora evan though at the individual lavel satisfaction and Job 
withdrawal are not strongly correlated.
A aultlple regression was performed to evaluate further the 
contributions of age, education level, and job level in the 
prediction of withdrawal (general Job withdrawal). Age, education 
level, and Job level were added as a set to the prediction 
equation while controlling for satisfaction. This analysis allows 
us to to evaluate the effects of these background and deaographlc 
characteristics while controlling the Influence of satisfaction. 
The addition of these variables significantly Increased the 
variance accounted for in withdrawal and and Increased the 
aultlple R froa .16 to .36. This result iaplies that these group 
differences are valuable in their own right in the prediction of 
withdrawal. It also suggests that Job satisfaction aay not be the 
trigger aechanlsa for withdrawal. The effects of such background 
variables should be through the aechanlsa of satisfaction. Since 
this does not appear to be true, the current aodels, including the 
adaptation aodel, nay need revision in this regard.
Overall, the present study eaphaslzes the advantages of 
thinking of faailles of response tendencies for Job behaviors.
The differences in response to each individual coaponent of the 
general withdrawal construct eaphaslze the need to consider the 
full range of possible responses to an adverse work envlronaent. 
Satisfaction appears to be an laportant antecedent to the
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responses» but the results of this study suggest the value of the 
consideration of a wider range of antecedents to withdrawal. By 
broadening the range of antecedents as well as the responses 
considered, the basic processes of withdrawal aay be better 
understood.
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BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS
PART I. Pur your  answ ers to  q u est io n s  1 THROUGH B in  ' p a r t  i '  o f  th e  
ANSWER SHEET. NOTE THE CHANGES IN RESPONSE FORMAT FOR EACH 
QUESTION.
1. In whut h o sp ita l do you work? A *  Rochester Methodist 
B *  Saint Marys
2. Do you ho ld  a s p e c ia l i s t  degree, l ic e n s e ,  
c e r t i f i c a t io n ,  o r r e g is t r a t io n ?
A • no 
B *  yes
3. What 1s you r m a r ita l s ta tu s ? A *  not married 
B *  married
4. What 1s you r gender? A *  female 
B »  male
5. Are you rep resented  by a union?
6. What 1s you r cu rre n t employment s ta tu s?
7. On what s h i f t  do you work?
8. On what s h i f t  do you want to  work?
A *  no 
B *  yee
A *  part-time 
B *  fu ll-tim e
A
B
C
D
day
evening
night
rotate eh ifte
A
B
C
D
day
evening
night
rotate sh ifts
pa r t  i i .  Qu e s t io n s  9 through 19 r e q u ir e  n u n b e r s . A com m  o f  s p a c e s  is
PROVIDED FOR EACH NUMBER IN YOUR ANSWER. IfelTE YOUR ANSWER AT 
THE TOP OF THE COLUMNS. THEN GO DOWN EACH COLUW AND F IL L  IN 
THE CORRESPONDING SPACE. If  YOUR ANSWER USES FEWER COLUMNS THAN 
PROVIDED THEN F ILL  IN ZERO'S TO THE LEFT (EG. l< > l v M » l  ) .
9. What 1s the h ig h e s t y e a r o f  re g u la r  schoo l you have completed?
elementary_______________  high school_____________  ooliege__________ oost-araduate
01 02 03 04 OS 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20
PART II, CONTINUED
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10. For how many yea rs  have you worked in  t h is  h o s p it a l?
11. What i s  you r age, to  the  n ea re s t y ea r?
12. For how many yea rs  have you worked in  you r cu rre n t o ccupa tion?
13. What i s  you r jo b  t i t l e ?  ( r e fe r  to  Job Codes shee t)
14. In what department o r n u rs in g  u n it  do you work? (see D e p t./U n it  Codes sheet)
15. What is  you r two-week, b e fo re - ta x  pay from the h o s p ita l job?
16. What is  you r annua l, b e fo re - ta x  income from sources o th e r  than you r 
h o sp ita l jo b ?  ( e .g . ,  sp ou se 's  e a rn in g s , I n te re s t ,  p en s io n s , e t c . )
17. How many peop le  depend on you r income fo r  support?
18. How many hours per week do you u s u a lly  work on you r job  in  t h is  h o s p it a l?
19. How many hours p j r  week do you want to  work on you r job  in  t h is  h o s p it a l?
p a r t  i n ,  Se l e c t  th e  f a c e  below  th at  b e s t  e x p r e s s e s  how you f e e l  abo ut  w orking  
in  t h is  h o s p it a l ,  in c lu d in g  a l l  a s p e c t s  o f  i t . F i l l  in  th e  l e t t e r
UNLER THE FACE YOU SELECTED ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET.
G
par t  iv .  Th e  q u e s t io n s  below  a s k  your v iew  o f  the  jo b  m a r k e t , Pl e a s e
TRY TO ANSWER REGARDLESS OF WHETHER OR NOT YOU ANTICIPATE ANY 
JOB CHANGES AT THIS TIME. USE THE RESPONSE FORMAT AS FOLLOWS:
A *  no chance at a ll
B *  i t  would take several months to a year to find such a job
C *  i t  would take at least a month, maybe more to find such a job
D *  /  could get a job like that in a couple o f  weeks at most
E *  I could get a job like that within a day or twr
F -  I don't know what the market is for jobs like that
Wi thdrawal
"W ithou t r e lo c a t in g , what are  the chances th a t you cou ld
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
25.
o b ta in  ano the r job  th a t uses you r s k i l l s  and a b i l i t i e s ?
o b ta in  ano ther job  th a t pays as much as you r p re sen t job ?
o b ta in  ano the r job  th a t 1s as easy , o r  e a s ie r  to  commute to  
as you r p re sen t job?
o b ta in  ano the r jo b  th a t  has s im i la r ,  o r  b e t te r  hours than 
you r p re sen t job?
o b ta in  ano ther jo b  th a t has s im i la r ,  o r  b e t t e r  w ork ing  c o n d it io n s  
than you r p re sen t job?
R-EASE NOTE THE RESPONSE FORMATS FOR THE NEXT TWO QUESTIONS.
26. How w id e ly  would you have to  lo ok  1n o rd e r to f in d  a job  th a t  would 
be as good, o r  b e t te r  than you r p re sen t p o s it io n ?
A *  in town here
B *  within daily driving distance 
C »  within this state (Minnesota)
D *  within this region o f  the country (north central sta tes)
E *  would have to look across the U.S.A.
F • I  really don't know
27. A l l  considered, how long do you think 1t would take to find 
an acceptable job, l7~you started tomorrow?
A »  a day or two 
B • a week to a couple o f  weeks 
C »  a month to a couple o f  months 
D *  at least six  months to a year 
E »  over one year 
F *  I  really don't know
JOB CONDITIONS Withdrawal
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p a r t  v. Qu e s t io n s  28 through 70 a s k  you to in d ic a t e  how much you
AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH EACH STATEMENT. READ EACH QUESTION 
CAREFULLY, THEN ANSWER USING THE FOLLOWING RESPONSE FORMAT:
A * strongly agree 
B - agree
C * neutral; neither agree nor disagree 
D * disagree 
E * strongly disagree
28. I am g iven u se fu l feedback on iry perform ance.
29. I would l i k e  more In - s e rv ic e  t r a in in g .
30. A d m in is tra t io n  g ive s  me too l i t t l e  a u th o r it y  fo r  my .^evel o f  r e s p o n s ib i l i t y .
31. I t  i s  too crowded where I work.
32. My job  is  one where a lo t  o f  o th e r people can be a f fe c tu d  by how 
w e ll the work gets done.
33. Department management is  w i l l in g  to t r y  new id ea s .
34. Problems w ith  the q u a l i t y  o f  su p p lie s  are frequen t.
35. The equipment I use is  the best a v a i la b le .
36. A d m in is tra t io n  is  ou t o f  touch w ith  problems in  my wohk u n it .
37. My performance rev iew s are handled w e ll .
38. My job  is  not ve ry  s ig n i f i c a n t  o r im portan t in  the b roader scheme o f  th in g s .
39. I r e g u la r ly  work ove rt im e  I do not get pa id  fo r .
40. Department management cares more about d e l iv e r in g  q u a l i t y  h ea lth  ca re  than 
the bus iness o f  h ea lth  ca re .
41. My work u n it  i s  r a r e ly  u nde rs ta ffed .
42. Department management makes i t  e a s ie r  f o r  me to  do my job w e ll.
43. A d m in is tra t io n  encourages the h ig he st standards o f  performance.
44. G e tt in g  overtim e approved is  too much h a ss le .
45. I do not know how my performance i s  viewed.
46. The equipment I use needs to be rep la ced .
47. Department management i s  concerned w ith  my welfare™
Withdrawal
PART V, CONTINUED A * strongly agree 
B » agree 
C » neutral 
0 * disagree 
E * strongly disagree
48. In -s e rv ic e  t r a in in g  i s  very h e lp fu l to  me.
49. I have a l l  o f  the equipment I need to do my job .
50. A d m in is tra t io n  1s w i l l in g  to  t r y  new id ea s .
o l .  The a i r  v e n t i la t io n  In my work area keeps 1t com fo rtab le .
52. Department management p rov id e s  enough resources fo r  me to  do my jo b .
53. More t r a in in g  on n\y equipment would be very h e lp fu l.
54. A d m in is tra t io n  runs t h is  h o s p ita l w e ll .
55. Department management g ive s  me too l i t t l e  a u th o r it y  fo r  my le v e l 
o f  r e s p o n s ib i l i t y .
56. I have enough room to  do my jo b .
57. The equipment I use 1s very u n r e l ia b le .
58. Department management 1s out o f  touch w ith  problems 1n my work u n it .
59. We are  never sh o r t  o f  s u p p lie s .
60. A d m in is tra t io n  ca re s  more about d e l iv e r in g  q u a l i t y  h ea lth  care  than 
about the bus ine ss  o f  h ea lth  ca re .
61. My w ork ing c o n d it io n s  a re  very  c le an .
62. A d m in is tra t io n  1s concerned about my w e lfa re .
63. Department management encourages the h ig h e s t standards o f  performance.
64. U n d e rs ta ff in g  1n my work area 1s a frequen t problem.
65. A d m in is tra t io n  makes 1 t e a s ie r  f o r  me to  do my job  w e ll .
66. I am helped to  Improve n\y perform ance.
67. Department management runs t h is  department w e ll .
68. In -s e rv ic e  t r a in in g  gets In the way o f  doing ny job .
69. My job  p la y s  an im portan t p a rt 1n the fu n c t io n in g  o f  t h is  h o s p it a l.
70. A d m in is tra t io n  p rov id e s  enough resources fo r  me to do my job .
part vit For questions 71 through 95 think about the 'ORK that 
NNat is your work like MOST of the time?
F ill in Y i f  the item describes your work
F ill in N i f  the item does not describe your work
F ill in ? i f  you cannot decide
WORK
71. fa s c in a t in g
72. ro u t in e
73. in t e r e s t in g
74. s a t is f y in g
75. a source o f  p le a su re
76. bo ring
77. gocd
78. too rushed
79. c re a t iv e
80. respected
81. awful
82. hot
83. p le a san t 
34. u se fu l
85. tiresom e
86. h e a lth fu l
87. re la xed  work pace
88. c h a lle n g in g
89. d u ll
90. im portan t
91. on you r fe e t
92. f r u s t r a t in g
93. s im p le
94. end less
95. g ive s  sense o f  accomplishment *
* C o p y r i g h t :  Job D e s c r i p t i v e  I n d e x , 1 9 7 6 ;  R e v i s e d ,  1983 .
PART VI.
THINK ABOUT THE PAY AND BENEFITS YOU RECEIVE FROM YOUR JOB.
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F ill in Y i f  the item describee your pay and bane f i t s
F ill  in d i f  he item does not describe your pay and benefits
F ill  in ? i f  you cannot decide
PAY and BENEFITS
96. Income adequate fo r  normal expenses
97. s a t is f a c t o r y  p r o f i t  sh a r in g
98. b a re ly  l i v e  on Income
99. no t adequate fo r  my s k i l l s  and a b i l i t y
100. bad
101. Income p ro v id e s  lu x u r ie s
102. u n fa ir
103. g o ld  re t ire m e n t pay
104. Insecu re
105. underpa id
106. enough fo r  what I need
107. good s e c u r i t y
108. h ig h ly  p a id
109. le s s  than I deserve
110. fu tu re  pay Is  assu red
PART VI, CONTINUED Withdrawal
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THINK ABOUT YOUR OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROMOTION AND THE PROMOTION 
POLICIES ON YOUR PRESENT JOB. HOW WELL DOES EACH PHRASE BELOW
d e s c r ib e  PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES an d  POLICIES w here you work?
F ill in Y i f  the item describee your op portun ities/:e!ic :> 'c
F ill  in iV i f  the item does not
F ill in ? i f  you cannot decide
PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES and POLICIES
111. good o p p o rtu n ity  fo r  advancement
112. promotion p o l ic y  seems b ia sed
113. o p p o rtu n ity  somewhat l im ite d
114. promotion on a b i l i t y
115. dead-end job
116. a r b it r a r y
117. good chance f o r  prom otion
118. u n fa ir  prom otion p o l ic y
119. In frequen t prom otions
120. re g u la r  prom otions
121. easy to  get ahead
122. don’ t  fo l lo w  the ru le s
123. p o l ic ie s  not c le a r
124. f a i r l y  good chance fo r  prom otion
PART VI. CONTINUED
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think of your IWEDIAJE SUPERVISOR on your present job.
F ill in Y i f  the item <deoribes your immediate supervisor.
F ill in N i f  the item does not describe your supervisor.
F ill in ? i f  you cannot decide.
SUESEM5Q&
125. asks my ad v ice
126. hard to p le ase
127. t e l l s  me how I am doing
128. im p o lite
129. p ra is e s  good work
130. d iso rg a n ize d
131. t a c t fu l
132. in f lu e n t ia l
133. In te r fe re s  w ith  my work
134. u p -to -d a te
135. d o e sn 't  su p e rv is e  enough
136. qu ick-tem pered
137. t e l l s  me where I
138. g ive s  co n fu s in g  d ir e c t io n s
139. annoying
140. knows job  w e ll
141. bad
142. I n t e l l ig e n t
143. le t s  me make d e c is io n s  about n\y work
144. stubborn
145. le aves me on ny own
146. la z y
147. around when needed
148. expects too  much
149. knows how to  su pe rv ise
150. cannot be tru s te d
PART V I , CONTINUED Withdrawal
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Wh at  a r e  th ey  l i k e  MOST o f  th e  t im e ?
F ill in y i f  the item deeeribee the people you work with.
F ill  in N i f  the item does not describe the people you work with. 
F ill in ? i f  you oannot decide.
COWORKERS
151. I n t e l l ig e n t
152. b o ring
153. a c t iv e
154. s tu p id
155. easy to  make enemies
156. unp leasant
157. h e lp fu l
158. narrow In te re s t s
159. hard to  meet
160. s low
161. waste o f  tim e
162. am b itious
163. In te r fe re  w ith  n\y work
164. re sp o n s ib le
165. f a s t
166. no p r iv a c y
167. s t im u la t in g
168. d iso rg a n ized
169. smart
170. t a lk  too much
171. la z y
172. lo y a l
173. work w e ll to g e th e r
174. bo the r me
175. keep to  them selves
W it h d r a w a l
PART V II*  THE QUESTIONS BELOW ASK YOU HOW SATISFIED OR DISSATISFIED ?Q  
YOU ARE WITH SEVERAL ASPECTS OF YOUR JOB. PLEASE USE THE 
FOLLOWING FORMAT TO ANSWER EACH QUESTION BEUOW:
A » very sa tis fied  
B = sa tis fied
C * neutral; neither sa tisfied  nor d issa tisfied  
D » d issa tisfied  
E very d issa tisfied
176. The chance to  be re sp o n s ib le  fo r  p lann in g  my work
1 7 7 . The way I am n o t ic e d  when I do a good jo b
178. My jo b  s e c u r it y
1 7 9 . The amount o f  pe rsona l growth and development I get In do ing my jo b
180. The p ra is e  I get f o r  do ing  a good jo b
181. The freedom to  use my own judgement
182. The way la y o f f s  and t r a n s fe r s  a re  avo ided  In my jo b
183. The amount o f  ch a lle n g e  1n my jo b
184. The chance to  be re sp o n s ib le  f o r  the  work o f  o th e rs
185. How steady  my jo b  1s
186. The f e e l in g  o f  w o rthw h ile  accom plishm ent I get from do ing my Job
187. The re c o g n it io n  I get fo r  the work I do
188. The way my Job p ro v id e s  fo r  a secu re  fu tu re
189. The chance to  make d e c is io n s  on my own
190. The way they u s u a lly  t e l l  me when I do my Job w e ll
1 9 1 . The way my jo b  p ro v id e s  f o r  steacty employment
192. The amount o f  Independent thought and a c t io n  I can e x e rc is e  In my job
193. The r e s p o n s ib i l i t y  o f  my Job
194. The way I get f u l l  c r e d i t  fo r  the work I do
* Copyright: Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire, 1967; Revised, 1977.
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PART V I I I .  AS PART OF OUR RESEARCH, WE ARE INTERESTED IN A VARIETY OF 
BEHAVIORS COffDN TO PEOPLE WORKING ON A WIDE RANGE OF JOBS.
PLEASE USE THE RESPONSE FORMAT THAT FOLLOWS AS YOU DESCRIBE 
HOW FREQUENTLY YOU HAVE DONE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING BEHAVIORS:
A * never
B » about once per year 
C • about once every couple o f  month8 
D a about once every 3 to 4 weeks 
E * about onoe a week 
F » onoe or more per day
195. G iv in g  encouragement to  new employees.
196. Daydreaming.
197. V o lu n te e r in g  to  do work you are  not re q u ire d  to  do.
198. Be ing  a "c lo c k  w a tch e r" , work ing no more than a b s o lu te ly  re q u ire d .
199. Working e x tra  hard so th a t you r s u p e rv is o r  w i l l  n o t ic e  you r e f f o r t s .
200. T ry in g  to le a rn  more about you r jo b  o r  o th e r  job s  so you can t r a n s fe r .
201. R e fu s ing  to  work ove rtim e .
202. Coming 1n on you r day o f f  to v i s i t  p a t ie n ts .
203. Doing poor q u a l it y  work.
204. Tak ing  equipment o r su p p lie s  home from work.
205. Working e x tra -h a rd  sometimes to  make up fo r  p e r iod s  you may have s la ck e d  o f f .
206. Being absent when you are not a c t u a l ly  s ic ft .
207. F i l in g  a formal g rievance  about you r su p e rv is o r  o r  coworkers.
208. F a l l in g  to a ttend  schedu led  meeting
209. A r r iv in g  a t  work e a r ly  to  get a s ta  t  on the d a y 's  work.
210. Accompanying a v i s i t o r  to t h e ir  des in a t io n  ra th e r  than ju s t  g iv in g  d ir e c t i  cos.
211. Making frequen t o r long v i s i t s  to tie restroom .
212. D is cu ss in g  ways to improve your job  w it  i you r su p e rv is o r .
213. W r it in g  personal le t te r s  or eading whi e you are supposed to be w ork ing .
214. O b ta in ing  education  r r  t r a in in g  th a t  wi 1 q u a l i f y  you fo r  an advancement.
PART VIII. CONTINUED
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220. 
221. 
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
B
C
D
E
F
A never
about once per year 7'- 
w " every couple o f  months
" " every 3 to 4 umeka
" " per week
onoe or more per day
W .1 thdrawa 1
Tak ing  tim e to  e x p la in  p o l ic ie s  o r  procedures to  new employees.
A sk in g  fo r  a r a is e .
Wandering around t r y in g  to  look  busy.
A rgu ing  w ith  coworkers o r  p a t ie n t s .
Tak ing  a p ro je c t  home to  work on.
T a lk in g  e x c e s s iv e ly  w ith  coworkers when you are  supposed to  be w o rk ing .
U s ing  equipment f o r  persona l purposes w ith ou t p e rm iss io n .
V o lu n te e r in g  to  work e x tra  p ro je c ts .
D r in k in g  o r  g e t t in g  h igh a f t e r  work p r im a r i ly  because o f  th in g s  
th a t  occu rred  a t  work.
V o lu n te e r in g  to  swap work schedu les to  h e lp  ou t a coworker.
L e t t in g  o th e rs  do you r work fo r  you.
Com p la in ing  about you r job  to  management two o r  more le v e ls  above you.
Tak ing  r e s p o n s ib i l i t y  f o r  I n i t ia t in g  needed changes 1n you r w ork.
O b ta in in g  s p e c ia l t o o ls  o r  matei «a ls on you r own to  do you r work b e t te r .
U s ing  I l l i c i t  drugs be fo re  coming to  work.
Coming 1n on you r day o f f  to  work on a s p e c ia l p ro je c t .
U sing  the work phone fo r  persona l c a l l s  when you a re  supposed to  be w o rk ing . 
Making excuses to  go somewhere to  get ou t o f  work.
W orking la t e  o r  through you r break to  h e lp  o th e r employees com p le te  t h e ir  work. 
D r in k in g  (a lc o h o l)  b e fo re  coming to  work.
Changing you r v a ca t io n  p lan s to  be a t work when th in g s  are  ve ry  busy.
8e1ng unconcerned about persona l appearance o r  manners w h ile  a t  work.
Seek ing  s o lu t io n s  to  a work problem  from f r ie n d s  o r  c o lle a g u e s  away from work.
Withdrawal
PART V I I I .  CONTINUED * * never ?3
B * about once per year 
C * w ” auery couple o f  months
D * w " every 3 to 4 weeks
E -  u " per uee/c
f* » onee or more per <iay
238. T ry in g  to  c o r r e c t  unsafe  c o n d it io n s  w ith o u t be ing  t o ld .
239. A vo id in g  u n d e s ira b le  work.
240. D is cu s s in g  w ith  coworkers ways to  Improve you r work.
241. Cheating  on repo rted  hours worked.
242. Tak ing  frequen t o r  long  c o ffe e  o r  lunch  b reaks.
243. V o lu n te e r in g  to  work la t e  o r  through you r break to  s o lv e  a problem .
244. R epo rting  unsafe o r  u n sa n ita ry  c o n d it io n s  to  s u p e rv ls lo n /p h y s lc a l p la n t .
245. R e fu s ing  to  do work ass igned  to  you.
246. Tak ing  tim e to  show o th e r employees b e t te r  ways to  do t h e i r  work.
247. Making fre q uen t o r  long  t r ip s  to  the  w a te r fo u n ta in  o r  vending machines.
248. Doing work o u ts id e  you r job  d e s c r ip t io n  when i t  needs to  ge t done.
249. E x p la in in g  whf, a procedure 1s necessa ry  o r  what I t  means —  not ju s t
s t a t in g  t h a t i t  needs to  be done.
250. F o llo w in g  up on a s it u a t io n  to  make su re  th a t 1 t w«is handled c o r r e c t ly .
PART IX. PLEASE NOTE THE DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSE FORMAT AS YOU ANSWER 
EACH QUESTION IN THIS PART.
Withdrawal
for q u est io n s  251 to  254, c o n sid er  a  VOLUNTARY TRANSFER:
251. How o ften  do you th in k  o f  t r a n s fe r r in g  to  ano ther u n it  o r department?
A * never 
B * rarely 
C * seldom 
D - sometimes 
E * often  
F * very often  
G * constantly
252. How l i k e ly  1s i t  th a t you w i l l  t r a n s fe r  w ith in  the next se ve ra l months?
A * very unlikely
B * moderately unlikely
C * sligh tly  unlikely
D * neither likely nor unlikely
E » sligh tly  likely
F *  moderately likely
G » very likely
253. A l l  th ing s  con s id e red , how d e s ira b le  fo r  you would a t r a n s fe r  be?
A » very undesirable 
B * undesirable 
C *  sligh tly  undesirable
0 * neutral; neither desirable nor undesirable 
E * sligh tly  desirable 
F * desirable 
G * very desirable
254. How easy o r d i f f i c u l t  would 1t be fo r  you to o b ta in  a t ra n s fe r?
A » extremely d ifficu lt
B * d iffic u lt
C * a l i t t l e  d ifficu lt
D * neither easy nor d iffic u lt; normal
E s  a l i t t l e  easier than normal
F * easy
PART IX, CONTINUED Withdrawal
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FOR QUESTIONS 255 THROUGH 258, CONSIDER PUNCTUALITY IN ARRIVING AT WORK:
255. How o fte n  do you th in k  o f  be ing  la te  f o r  work?
A * never 
B * rarely 
C * seldom 
D * 8ometime8 
E » often  
F • very often  
G * constantly
256. How o fte n  do you expect to  be a t  le a s t  10 m inutes la te  ove r the 
next se ve ra l months?
A * never
B * perhaps once every 4 to 6 months 
C * perhaps once every 2 to 3 months 
D * perhaps once per month 
E * perhaps once every couple o f  weeks 
F * perhaps once per week 
G * more than once per week
257. A l l  th in g s  con s id e red , how d e s ira b le  fo r  you i s  a r r iv in g  on -tim e to work?
A ■ very desirable 
B * desirable 
C * slig h tly  desirable
D » neutral; neither desirable nor undesirable 
E * slig h tly  undesirable 
F * undesirable 
G * very undesirable
258. How easy o r  d i f f i c u l t  i s  1 t f o r  you to  a r r iv e  on -tim e to  work?
A « very easy 
B * easy
C * a l i t t l e  easier than normal 
D * neither easy nor d iff ic u lt ; normal 
E * a l i t t l e  d ifficu lt  
F * d iffic u lt  
G * extremely d ifficu lt
PART IX, CONTINUED
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FOR QUESTIONS 299 THROUGH 262, CONSIDER ABSENCE FROM WORK. In THINKING 
ABOUT ABSENCE, PLEASE DISREGARD 'LEAVE OF ABSENCE', ILLNESS, VACATION, 
AND HOLIDAYS.
259. How o ften  do you th in k  o f  be ing  absent from work?
A » never 
B * rarely 
C » seldom 
D * aometime8 
E * often  
F » very often  
G * lonvtantly
260. How o fte n  do you expect to  be absent from work ove r the 
next seve ra l months?
A * never
B * perhaps once every 4 to 6 months 
C * perhapa once every 2 to 3 months 
D * perhapa onoe per month 
E » perhapa onoe eve y couple o f  weeks 
F * perhapa onoe per week 
G * more than once per week
261. A l l  th in g s  con s id e re d , how d e s ira b le  fo r  you i s  a tten d in g  work?
A * very deeirab” e 
B a desirable 
C * sligh tly  desirable
D * neutral; neither desirable nor undesirable 
E a sligh tly  undesirable 
F a undesirable 
G * very undesirable
262. How easy o r d i f f i c u l t  1s 1t f o r  you to a ttend  work?
A * very easy 
B a easy
C * a l i t t l e  easier than normal 
D * neither easy nor d iff ic u lt ; normal 
E * a l i t t l e  d ifficu lt  
F * d ifficu lt  
G » extremely d ifficu lt
PART IX. CONTINUED Withdrawal
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FOR THE REMAINING QUESTIONS, CONSIDER HOW LONG YOU PLAN TO STAY IN 
YOUR CURRENT JOB.
263. How o fte n  do you th in k  about re s ig n in g  from you r c u rre n t  job ?
A * never 
B * rarely 
C * aeIdem 
D * sometime*
B » often  
F * very often  
G * constantly
264. How l i k e ly  1s 1 t th a t you w i l l  re s ig n  1n the next se ve ra l months?
A * very unlikely
B * moderately unlikely
C * slig h tly  unlikely
D • neither lik ely  nor unlikely
E * 8 lightly likely
F • moderately likely
G • very lik ely
265. A l l  th in g s  co n s id e re d , how d e s ir a b le  fo r  you would re s ig n in g  from 
you r c u rre n t jo b  be?
4 * very undesirable 
B • undesirable 
C * slig h tly  undesirable
D *  neutral; neither desirable nor undesirable 
E * slig h tly  desirable 
F * desirable 
G * very desirable
266. How easy o r  d i f f i c u l t  would 1 t be f o r  you to  re s ig n  from you r 
c u rre n t  job?
A * extremely d iffic u lt
B * d iffic u lt
C • a l i t t l e  d iffic u lt
D * neither easy nor d if f ic u lt ; normal
E * a l i t t l e  easier than normal
F * easy
G * very easy
YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE SURVEY —  THANK YOU FOR YOUR THOUGHTFUL PARTICIPATION
Withdrawal
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A u th or  N o t e s
t g r a t e f u l l y  a c k n o w le d g e  t h e  a s s i s t a n c e  o f  Dr.  C h a r l e s  
H u l in  in  the  c o n c e p t u a l i z a t i o n  and  r e v i s i o n  o f  t h i s  t h e s i s .
In a d d i t i o n ,  I thank  Dr. M ic h a e l  C o l e s  f o r  h i 3 h e l p  t h r o u g h o u t
tt i s  s t u d y .
Withdrawal
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T a b le  1
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  E m ployees f o r  th e  T o t a l and
S e l e c t e d  Sample
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s T o t a l  Sample S e l e c t e d  Sample
Mean Age 3 2 .6 3 0 .7
Mean Y e a rs  o f  E d u c a t io n 1 3 .7 1 3 . 8
Mean Y e a rs  o f  Tenure  in  Job 6 . 8 6 . 0
Mean Y e a rs  o f  Tenure 6 . 7 5 . 7
a t  H o s p i t a l
P e r c e n t  S p e c i a l i s t  Degree 4 8 . 6 4 3 . 4
P e r c e n t  Female 8 3 .1 7 2 . 0
P e r c e n t  M a r r i e d 5 8 .5 5 6 .1
P e r c e n t  Union 7 2 .5 7 3 .9
P e r c e n t  F u l l - T i m e 6 6 .1 6 1 .7
T o t a l  Number 3694 410
Withdrawal
E i g e n v a l u e s  O b t a in e d  From Job  B e h a v io r  F a c t o r  A n a l y s i s
Table 2
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E i g e n v a l u e  D i f f e r e n c e
1 7 .9 4
2 3 .1 7 2 .7 7
3 3 .1 3 2 .0 4
4 2 . 3 7 .77
5 1 . 9 9 .3 9
6 1 . 5 3 .4 2
7 1 . 4 5 .1 0
8 1 . 2 6 .19
9 1 .2 1 .0 6
10 1 . 1 6 .0 5
Withdrawal
F a c t o r  L o a d i n g s  From F a c t o r  A n a l y s i s  o f  Job  B e h a v io r  
I tem s  F o l l o w i n g  a DAPPFR O b l i q u e  R o t a t i o n
Table 3
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F a c t o r
Item 1 t l I I I IV V VI
195 - . 0 3 .5 6 * - . 0 2 .08 .11 “ .07
196 . 6 8 * .0 4 - . 2 6 - . 0 8 - . 0 3 - . 0 1
197 - . 0 0 .5 6 * - . 0 1 - . 1 0 .01 - . 0 1
198 . 6 0 * i o - . 0 4 - . 3 2 .0 2 .04
199 - . 0 3 .4 1 * .24 - . 0 0 - . 3 9 * - . 0 2
200 - . 0 1 .3 5 .4 0 * .02 - . 0 6
CMo
201 o o
00o• .3 9 - . 3 1 . 6 6 * .0 8
202 - . 0 9 .0 6 .3 7 .27
f''.o•1 . 0 1
203 . 4 8 * - . 0 9 - . 0 1 .0 6 .3 3 .01
204 .4 0 * - . 0 5 .0 2 - . 0 0 .3 2 - . 1 4
205 .3 6 .2 2 .07 .0 8 - . 2 4 .0 0
206 .4 6 * i o . 0 9 - . 2 8 .2 3 - . 1 1
- . 0 5 .0 5 .6 2 * - . 1 8 .17 .04
.0 4 .0 0 .14 .02 .6 6 * i • o
- . 2 1 .3 0 .04 .22 - . 0 3
oo
•
- . 0 4 .4 2 * .07 .14 - . 0 6
O
•1210
Wi thdrawal
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Table 3 
(Continued)
Item
211
212
213
214 
213 
216
217
218
219
2 2 0  
221 
222
223
224
225
226
F a c t o r
I II I I I IV
.31 * .08 .0 5 - . 1 4
.0 2 .36 .0 3 .28
.5 9 * - . 0 4 - . 1 2 .0 3
- . 0 8 .2 0 .18 .3 9 *
- . 0 3 .5 9 * - . 0 4 .0 6
roO1 - . 0 3 .5 1 * . 05
«C
M
r-> . 1 0 - . 1 3 - . 2 6
. 4 9 * .0 6 .07 - . 0 2
.0 1 .07 - . 1 6 .7 4 *
.7 8 * .04 - . 2 5 - . 0 4
.4 3 * - . 0 6 .0 8 .1 9
.1 0 .34 - . 0 4 .43
.34 .18 .1 8 - . 1 8
.0 2 .3 9 * .15 - . 0 3
. 5 3 * .0 6 .0 0 .01
.0 9 .1 5 .4 9 * - . 0 8
.0 3 .3 5 - . 0 2 .4 3
V VI
- . 1 0 . 0 5
- . 2 6 .04
.0 5 - . 1 5
.1 6 - . 0 7
.0 3 - . 0 9
- . 1 9 - . 0 4
.0 5
<
r
o
•i
<
r
C
M . 0 4
- . 0 2 - . 1 1
- . 0 4 - . 0 5
.04 - . 2 6
- . 3 9 - . 0 4
.22 - . 1 1
.1 6 - . 0 1
.3 5 * - . 0 2
.0 8 .0 3
- . 2 4 .0 7227
Withdrawal
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Table 3 
(Cont inued)
Factor
Item I II I I I IV V VI
228 - . 0 2 .23 .0 8 .4 3 * .07 . 1 0
229 .0 8 - . 0 2 .7 0 * - . 0 5 - . 0 5 - . 5 6 *
230 .04 .06 - . 1 0 .7 6 * - . 0 1 .0 2
231 .6 9 * - . 0 2 - . 4 8 .08 - . 0 4
oi
232 .7 1 * .02 .01 .02 .04 - . 0 3
233 .0 0 .44* - . 1 3 .2 0 ,1 9
00CM
234 .09 .01 .4 9 * .03 .0 0 - . 5 3 *
235 - . 0 3 - . 0 1 .09 .6 2 * - . 2 9 .2 2
236 .23 - . 0 5 .21 .03 .01 . 2 }
237 .27 .20 - . 0 5 .14 .2 5 .4 2
238 .07 .4 3 - . 0 3 - . 0 4 .24 . 5 2 *
239 .6 8 * - . 0 1 - . 1 8 - . 0 7 . 34 .1 8
240 .12 .4 6* - . 1 6 i o - .01 .4 1 *
241 .5 4 * - . 1 0 .25 .25 .12 .0 9
242 .7 5 * - . 0 3 - . 2 9 - . 0 4 - . 1 4 .0 9
24 3 .01 .42 - . 2 7 .29 .05 .3 2
W ithdrawal
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T a b le  3 
( C o n t i n u e d )
F a c t o r
Item I II I I I IV V VI
244 - . 0 0 .  35 .05 - . 0 9 - . 0 9 .4 5 *
24 5 .29 .04 .4 5 .1 6 .3 7 * .4 2
246 .03 .5 8 * - . 2 4 .05 - . 0 7 .2 0
247 .6 7 * .01 .0 3 .04 - . 0 6 . 2 3
248 .05 .4 9 * - . 3 2 - . 0 4 ,04 .1 9
249 - . 1 1 .5 5 * - . 3 0
CMO1 . 2 6 .0 6
250 - . 0 9 .4 7 * - . 3 6 .06 .02 .05
n o t e . I tem s  c h o s e n t o  be I n c l u d e d in th e s c a l e  a r e
i d e n t i f i e d  by  * .
Withdrawal
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D e s c r i p t i v e  S t a t i s t i c s  o f  S c a l e  S c o r e s
Table 4
S c a l e  Number o f  Range Mean SD r ,
I tems
Job B e h a v io r s
F a c t o r  1 18 0 - 1 6
0000 3 . 4 / .8 0
F a c t o r  2 12 0 -12 2 .0 3 2 .3 8 .7 8
F a c t o r  1 6 0 -5 .7 6 .81 .37
F a c t o r  3 5 0 -4 1 .3 2 1 .0 3 .19
JDl S c a l e s
Work 18 0-51 3 0 .9 8 1 0 .9 4 .83
Pay 9 0 -2  7 1 4 .0 7 6 .1 5 .7 6
Promo t ion 9 0 -2 2 7 .6 9 5 .9 6 .77
S u p e r v i s o r 18 2-54 3 7 .0 0 1 2 .7 7 .8 8
Coworkers 18 0 -54 4 1 .5 1 11 .81 .8 9
T o t a l 5 25-211 1 3 1 .2 6 3 1 .7 8 .64
PLLM 5 3-30 1 4 .6 1 4 . 3 7 .7 5
n o t e .  SD r e p r e s e n t s  s t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n  and r i s  the
 ^ m 1 XX
r e l i a b i l i t y  o f  the s c a l e .  S t a t i s t i c s  computed  f o r  sample
of 410 employees.
Withdrawal
I n t e r c o r r e l a t i o n s  among t h e  S c a l e s
Table 5
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i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
L T o t a l  S a t i s f a c t i o n
2 Work .7 6 *
3 Pay .3 0 * . 20*
4 Promot io n .3 2 * .3 1 * .3 5 *
3 S u p e r v i s o r .71* .3 7 * .2 4 * .2 4 *
6 C ow orkers .7 1 * .4 8 * .2 0 * .1 8 * .26*
7 F a c t o r  1 - . 1 5 * - . 2 0 * .04 - . 1 2 * - . 0 4 - . 1 3 *
8 F a c t o r  2 .19* .2 2 * .02 .01 .05 .26* .1 6 *
9 F a c t o r  3 - . 2 2 * - . 2 2 * - . 0 4 .0 0 - . 2 2 * - . 1 4 * .2 9 * - . 1 1 *
10 F a c t o r  3 .0 6 .0 5 .0 0 .03 .01 .1 0 .2 0 * - . 0 2  .15*
11 PLLM - . 0 7 - . 0 6 - . 0 9 .02 - . 0 8 - . 0 2 .0 5 - . 1 1  .09 .1 4 *
|tr
-
Withdrawal
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Table 6
igni f l eant Discriminant Fur.rtion and Structure C o e f f i c i e n t s 
from Croup Analyses o f  Job Lev*l and Job S a t is fa c t io n
D i s c r i m i n a n t Funct i o n s
I II
.101 S c a l e s W eight r xy
W eight r xy
Work .7 8 .8 3 .14 .42
Pay - . 2 9 - . 0 5 .6 7 .84
Prom ot ion - . 2 7 .02 .5 4 .7 8
S u p e r v i s o r .1 9 .3 6 -  .0 8 .2 5
C ow orkers .44 .62 - . 1 L .1 8
n o t e .  W eight r e f e r s  to s t a n d a r d i z e d  d i s c r i m i n a n t w e i g h t s ;
r r e f e r s  t o  xy
s t r u c t u r e c o e f  f  i c i e n t s .
Withdrawal
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T a b le  7
Group Means o f  S i g n i f i c a n t  D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s  from  
Group A n a l y s e s  o f  Job  L e v e l  and Job  S a t i s f a c t i o n
D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s
Job L e v e l I I I
N urs ing  S u p e r v i s o r s - . 2 1 .4 6
R e g i s t e r e d  Nurses .3 6 .14
L i c e n s e d  P r a c t i c a l  N u r se s .54 .01
T e c h n i c  I a n s - . 2 0 - . 4 8
S e c r e t a r i e s .5 3 - . 1 9
N u r s e s '  A i d e s - . 2 9 - . 2 8
B l u e - C o l l a r  W orkers - 1 . 6 4 .11
Withdrawal
S i g n i f i c a n t  D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n  and S t r u c t u r e  
C o e f f i c i e n t s  from  Group A n a l y s e s  o f  Job  L e v e l  
and J o b  B e h a v i o r s
Table 8
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D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s
Job  B e h a v i o r s
l
W eig h t  r xy
II
W eight  r xy
F a c t o r 1 - . 5 9 .5 9
F a c t o r 2 .74 .64
F a c t o r 3 - . 5 4 - . 2 2
F a c t o r 5 .5 4 - . 9 9
n o t e . W eight  r e f e r s  t o  s t a n d a r d i z e d  d i s c r i m i n a n t  w e i g h t s ;
r re fe rs  to structure c o e f f ic ien ts ,xy
Withdrawal
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T a b l e  9
Group Means o f  S i g n i f i c a n t  D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s  from 
Group  A n a l y s e s  o f  Job  L e v e l  and Job  B e h a v i o r s
Job  L e v e l
D i s c r i m i n a n t Funct  i o n s
l II
N u r s in g  S u p e r v i s o r s - . 4 3 .6 3
R e g i s t e r e d  N urses .5 2 - . 1 2
L i c e n s e d  P r a c t i c a l  N urses .4 9 - . 2 0
T e c h n i c i a n s - . 3 3 .5 8
S e c r e t a r i e s .1 9 .34
N u r s e s '  A id e s - . 6 6 - . 0 8
B l u e - C o l l a r  W orkers - 1 . 4 5 - . 3 3
Withdrawal
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S i g n i t  i c a n t  D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n  a n d S t r u c t u r e  C o e f f i c i e n t s  
fjrom Group  A n a l y s e s  o f  E d u c a t i o n a l  L e v e l  and Job  S a t i s f a c t i o n
Table 10
Di s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s
l
JDI S c a l e s W eig h t r xy
Work . 8 3 .80
Pay - . 5 4 - . 0 3
Proroot i o n - . 1 8 - . 3 4
S u p e r v i s o r .1 1 .49
C ow o rk e rs .24 .2 8
n o t e .  W e igh t  r e f e r s  t o s t a n d a r d i z e d d i s c r i m i n a n t  w e i g h t s ;
r re ie rs  to structure coe f f ic ien ts ,xy
W ithdrawal
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T a b le  11
Group Means o f  S i g n i f i c a n t  D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s  from  Croup 
A n a l y s e s  o f  E d u c a t i o n  L e v e l  and Job S a t i s f a c t i o n
D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s
E d u c a t i o n  L e v e l I
1 -11  y e a r s - . 8 4
12 y e a r s - . 4 6
1 3 - 1 6  y e a r s .1 9
17+ y e a r s .4 3
Withdrawal
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T a b le  12
S ign i f icant  Discriminant Function and Structure C o e f f i c i e n t s  
tjrum Croup Analyses o f  Education Level and Job Behaviors
Discriminant Functions
Job Behaviors I
W eight r xy
F a c t o r  1 - . 3 0 .87
F a c t o r  2 .9 6 .21
F a c t o r  3 - . 3 7 - . 2 7
F a c t o r  5 .11 - . 2 0
n o t e .  Weight r e f e r s  to s t a n d a r d i z e d d i s c r i m i n a n t  w e i g h t s ;
r r e f e r s  to 
xy
s t r u c t u r e c o e f  f ic i e n t s .
Withdrawal
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T a b le  13
Group Means o f  S i g n i f i c a n t  D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s  from Group 
A n a l y s e s  o f  E d u c a t i o n  L e v e l  and Job  B e h a v i o r s
Discriminant Functions
Fdueational Level I
1-11  y e a r s  - 1 . 1 1
12 y e a r s  - . 4 7
1 3 - 1 6  y e a r s  .2 2
17+ y e a r s .4 3
Withdrawnl
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T a b l e  14
S i g n i f i c a n t  D l s e r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n  a n d S t r u c t u r e  C o e f f i c i e n t s  
frotn Croup A n a l y s e s  o f  Age L e v e l  and Job  S a t i s f a c t i o n
D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s
JDI S c a l e s W eight  rxy
Work • 1 .0 8  - . 6 8
Pay .51 .09
Promot ion .1 9  . 4 0
S u p e r v i s o r - . 0 7  .0 8
C ow ork ers .49  - . 1 6
n o t e . W e igh t  r e f e r s  t o  s t a n d a r d i z e d  d i s c r i m i n a n t  w e i g h t s ;
r re fe rs  to structure coe f f ic ien ts ,
xy
W ithdrawal
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T a b le  1 5
L ™ !1! ’. i y a n t  D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s  from Group
An a l y s t s  o f  Age L e v e l s  and Job S a t i s f a c t i o n
D is c r im in a n t  F u n c t i o n s
Age Level
16-23 years .64
24-31 voa rs - .1 2
32-39 y e.i r s - .31
40-4 7 years -.14
48-55 years - .2 8
56+ years - .3 2
Wit hd rawal
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T a b l e  16
S i g n i f i c a n t  P i s e r i m l n a n t  F u n c t i o n  and S t r u c t u r e  C o e f f i c i e n t s  
f rom Group A n a l y s e s  o f  Age L e v e l  and J o b  B e h a v i o r s
D i s c r i m i n a n t Funct i o n s
I t l
lob  B e h a v i o r s w e ig h t r xy
w e ig h t r xy
F a c t o r 1 .52 .7 6 - . 5 7 - . 4 2
F a c t o r 2 .1 9 .75 .7 3 .3 6
F a c t o r 3 .3 3 .44 - . 3 0 .7 5
F a c t o r 5 .4 5 .5 5 .3 6 - . 2 6
n o t e . Weight  r e f e r s  t o  s t a n d a r d i z e d  d i s c r i m i n a n t  w e i g h t s ;
r re fe rs  to structure coe f f ic ien ts ,xy
Withdrawal
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T a b le  17
Croup  Means o f  S i g n i f i c a n t  D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s  from  Croup  
A n a l y s e s  o f  A^e L e v e l  and Job  B e h a v i o r s
D i s c r i m i n a n t  F u n c t i o n s
Age Level I II
16 -23 .6 0 - . 2 9
24 -31 .1 2 .2 2
32-39 - . 2 9 i o
4 0 -4  7 - . 6 6
rnO•l
4 8 - 3 5 - . 4 7 .2 2
56+ - 1 . 4 8 - . 6 5
Withd rawal
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T a b le  18
S t a n d a r d i z e d  R e g r e s s i o n  W e ig h t s  from  t h e  H i e r a r c h i c a l  
R e g r e s s i o n  o f  Job  S a t i s f a c t i o n ,  J o b  L e v e l ,  E d u c a t i o n  
L e v e l ,  and Age in  t h e  P r e d i c t i o n  o f  J o b  W ith d ra w a l
Variable B eta
S tep  on e
T o t a l  S a t i s f a c t i o n  - . 0 1 7
S tep  two
T o t a l  S a t i s f a c t i o n - . 0 1 0
Age - . 8 2 4
E d u c a t i o n  L e v e l .6 2 0
Job  L e v e l .1 8 5
Withdrawal
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T a b le  19
S t a n d a r d i z e d  R egr e s s i o n  W e i g h t s  from th e  H i e r a r c h i c a l  
R e g r e s s i o n  o f  J o b  S a t i s f a c t i o n  and PLLM in  t h e  
P r e d i c t i o n  o f  J o b  W ithd raw a l
Variable Beta
S t e p  on e
T o t a l  S a t i s f a c t i o n - . 0 1 7
S t e p  two
T o t a l  S a t i s f a c t i o n - . 0 1 7
PLLM .019
Withd rawal
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F i g u r e  C a p t i o n s
F i g u r e  1 .  A model o f  t h e  ) o l  a d a p t a t i o n  c y c l e  f rom  
" R e l a t i o n s h i p  Betw een A b s e n t e e i s m  and O t h e r  Employee B e h a v i o r s  
by J .  G. R o s s e  and H. E. M i l l e r ,  1 9 8 4 ,  A b s e n t e e i s m  I s s u e s  in  
T h e o r y ,  M easurem en t ,  and P r a c t i c e  ( p p .  1 9 4 - 2 2 8 ) .
F i g u r e  2 . A p l o t  o f  g r o u p  c e n t r o i d s  f r om  th e  d i s c r i m i n a n t  
f u n c t i  i a n a l y s i s  o f  Job  l e v e l s  and J o b  s a t i s f a c t i o n .
F i g u r e  3 . A p l o t  o f  g r o u p  c e n t r o i d s  from  th e  d i s c r i m i n a n t  
f u n c t i o n  a n a l y s i s  o f  Job  l e v e l s  and J o b  b e h a v i o r s .
F i g u r e  4 . A p l o t  o f  g r o u p  c e n t r o i d s  from  t h e  d i s c r i m i n a n t  
f u n c t i o n  a n a l y s i s  o f  e d u c a t i o n  l e v e l s  and j o b  s a t i s f a c t i o n .  
F ig u r e  5 . A p l o t  o f  g r o u p  c e n t r o i d s  f r om  th e  d i s c r i m i n a n t  
f u n c t i o n  a n a l y s i s  o f  e d u c a t i o n  l e v e l s  and J o b  b e h a v i o r s .
F ig u r e  6 . A p l o t  o f  g r o u p  c e n t r o i d s  f rom  th e  d i s c r i m i n a n t  
f u n c t i o n  a n a l y s i s  o f  a g e  c a t e g o r i e s  and Job  s a t i s f a c t i o n .  
F i g u r e  7 . A p l o t  o f  g r o u p  c e n t r o i d s  f rom  t h e  d i s c r i m i n a n t  
f u n c t i o n  a n a l y s i s  o f  a g e  c a t e g o r i e s  and j o b  b e h a v i o r s .
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Group Centroids in Discriminant Space
- 2 - 1 0 1 2
Job Levels
( h o u r  c e n t r o i d s  a r e
REPRESENTED AS:
A. Nu r s i n 6 Su p e r v i s o r s  
B- Re g i s t e r e d  Nu r s e s
C. L i c e n s e d  Pr a c t i c a l  Nu r s e s
D. Te c h n i c i a n s  
E« Se c r e t a r i e s  
F. Nu r s e s ' A i d e s
6* Bl u e  Co l l a r  Wo r k e r s
Functions
F u n c t i o n  1 is p r i h a r i l y
DEFINED BY SATISFACTION WITH
w o r k . Fu n c t i o n  2 is p r i m a r i l y
DEFINED BY SATISFACTION WITH 
PAY AND PROMOTIONS.
Canonical Discriminant Function 1
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Group Centroids in Discriminant Space
- 2 - 1 0 1 2  
Canonical Discriminant Function 1
Job Levels
G r o u p  c e n t r o i d s  a r e  
REPRESENTED AS:
A. Nu r s i n g  Su p e r v i s o r s
B. Re g i s t e r e d  Nu r s e s
C. L i c e n s e d Pr a c t i c a l  Nu r s e s
D. Te c h n i c i a n s  
E- Se c r e t a r i e s  
F. Nu r s e s ' A i d e s
6* Bl u e  Co l l a r  Wo r k e r s
Functions
F u n c t i o n  1 is p r i m a r i l y  
D E F I N E D  BY " J O B  C O M M IT M E N T . "
F u n c t i o n  2 is p r i m a r i l y
D E F I N E D  B Y  A N E G A T I V E  
R E L A T I O N S H I P  W I T H  " H l G H "
V i s i b i l i t y  W i t h d r a w a l -"
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Canonical Discriminant Function 1
Education Lavals
G r o u p  c e n t r o i d s  a r e
REPRESENTED AS:
A. 1-11 YEARS
B. 12 YEARS
c . 13-16 YEARS
D. 17* YEARS
Functions
F u n c t i o n  1 is p r i m a r i l y
DEFINED BY *JOB COMMITMENT.*
F u n c t i o n  2 is p r i m a r i l y
D E F I N E D  BY  A N E G A T I V E  
R E L A T I O N S H I P  W I T H  * H I G H "
V i s i b i l i t y  W i t h d r a w a l .*
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PAY AND PROMOTIONS.
Canonical Discriminant Function 1
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Ago Levels
REPRESENTED AS:
A- 16-23 YEARS
B- 29-31 YEARS
C- 32-39 YEARS
D. 90-97 YEARS
E- 98-55 YEARS
F- 56-67 YEARS
A R E
Functions
F u n c t i o n  1 is p r i m a r i l y  
D E F I N E D  BY " G E N E R A L  J O B
W i t h d r a w a l ' a n d  ' H i g h - 
V i s i b i l i t y  W i t h d r a w a l -' 
F u n c t i o n  2 is p r i m a r i l y  
DEFINED BY 'JOB COMMITMENT-'Canonical Discriminant Function 1
